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this is 
kenyon 
college... 
i 
a veneRABLe institute of highen Leapninq 
THE RIGHT 
REVEREND 
PHILANDER CHASE, 
D.D., 
Founder of Kenyon 
College (1824) 
"There are few earthly things more beautiful than a college. 
It is a place where those who hate ignorance may strive to know, 
Where those who perceive truth may strive to make others see; 
Where seekers and learners alike banded together in the search of 
knowledge, 
Will honor thought in all its finer ways, 
Will welcome thinkers in distress or in exile, 
Will uphold ever the dignity of th ought and learning 
And will exact standards in these things.. . 
"There are few earthly things more splendid than a college. 
In these days of b roken frontiers and collapsing values, 
When the dams are down and the floods are making misery, 
i 
When every future looks somewhat grim, 
And every ancient foothold has become something of a q uagmire, 
Wherever a college stands, it stands and shines 
Wherever it exists, the free minds of men, urged on to full and 
fair enquiry, 
May still bring wisdom into human affairs. 
"There are few things more enduring than a college. 
Religions may split into sect or heresy, 
Dynasties may perish or be supplanted, 
But for century after century the college will continue, 
And the stream of life will pass through it, 
And the thinker and seeker will be bound together 
In the undying cause of b ringing thought into the world." 
John Masefield 
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hece tRaditions arc cheRished sound scholARShip, Religion, 
And fReedom Remain  secuRe . . .  
the seARCh foR knowLeOqe 
An6 tRuth continues unABAteq... 
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Sedication 
Bfe 
ri 
The editors proudly dedicate the 1963 Reveille 
to Frank Edgar Bailey, Dean of the College. 
Since his coming to Kenyon sixteen years ago 
from an Associate Professorship at Mount Holy-
oke, Dean Bailey's personal dynamism, his in­
nate dignity of character, and his intelligent and 
forthright adherence to traditional values and 
fundamental personal principles have earned 
him great affection and respect among both stu­
dents and the faculty. His devotion to the Col­
lege has been unquestionable, and his sincere 
interest in helping students, in particular—as one 
of his colleagues put it—"the underdog, under­
graduate delinquents and sinners," with academ­
ic, adjustment, and personality problems is well 
known. 
Despite the rough, scowling countenance he 
sometimes assumes, those who know him well 
would be quick to testify that his heart is made 
of "soft gold." This is manifested in his private 
life in the loving devotion he has shown toward 
his family and to his two great personal avoca­
tions—sailing and his dogs. 
For many past summers he has had the dis­
tinction of serving as Commodore of the Yacht 
Club at Martha's Vineyard and at times, as fac­
ulty members will confirm, it has been difficult 
to predict whether he would part company with 
the maritime life in time to make it back to the 
College by Freshman Week. His interest in the 
fine Welsh corgis, bred by Mrs. Bailey, took 
shape only about five years ago and since that 
time they have, under his personal tutelage, been 
groomed so as to have won many ontstanding 
awards. 
Seldom does one find combined in a man such 
a unique variety of admirable traits, such stead­
fast, but reasonable, devotion to those things in 
which he believes, such joy ensuing from the ac­
complishments of hard work, all within the 
framework of a basically uncomplicated, and 
certainly unpretentious personality. Frank Bail­
ey s life does, in truth, stand as a monument to 
that which is best both in this country and at 
this College. He has set for us, the undergrad­
uates, a fine example of Christian manhood and 
personal wisdom worthy of emulation. We wish 
him continued good health, much happiness, and 
further satisfaction in what we hope will be 
many remaining years. 
; 
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The Reveille is presented annually by the Junior Class. 
HARRY M. HUMPHREYS Editor-in-Chief 
STEPHEN K. BROWN Business Manager 
ARNOLD R. DELORENZO Managing Editor 
FRANK W. PINE Photography Editor 
H. CHARLES GORDON Advertising Manager 
EDITORS 
FOREWORD 
The word "coercion" strikes one's semantic repertoire as being synonomous 
with the idea of the use of force to repress individual or group actions and to 
enforce obedience to a given policy or norm. Images are conjured up of the 
authoritarian or totalitarian state and the application of harsh, oppressive, and 
arbitrary police-state methods in dealing with political offenders and those per­
sonages who do not pay at least lip service respect and display ostensible obedience 
to the dictates and rulers of the regime. The use of these tactics are obviously 
antithetical to the ideals and operations of a "free" and/or "open" society; and in 
normal times practice of such cannot, in justice, be sanctioned by any nation or 
government laying claim to those honorable titles. 
Likewise, coercion of a subtler, but sometimes more invidious, variety can 
be seen working in the social sphere. Moral opprobrium, ridicule, and other 
devices can be applied, and in many instances are applied, to force one to con­
form, at least outwardly, to the norms which the social group sets, or envisions 
that it has set, for itself and the society at large. Under these conditions, the 
individual whose value system is not in fashion finds himself relegated to a 
position of isolation, perhaps even of alienation, vis-a-vis his peers and the so­
ciety at large. Madison's fear of the "tyranny of the majority," although spoken 
in a political context, is proven to be well-founded in the social sense. 
This is not to say, then, that licence, amorality, and unrestricted thought 
and action, masquerading under the righteous guise of "freedom," should be en­
couraged and permitted. It is axiomatic that every just nation, every free society, 
every humane culture, and every God-loving individual also owes to itself the 
responsibility of self-protection and preservation. Order and liberty stand in dia­
metrical contradiction to confusion and anarchy, and this latter state most certain­
ly would occur were we to permit our passions unbridled reign and to take action 
on every hastily conceived opinion and sentiment. Freedom is a wonderful thing 
ask the proud Hungarians who knew it for a few days or the Germans who 
dared to climb over the infamous wall—but it must be responsibly exercised in ac­
cord with reason, justice, propriety, and tradition. 
Now, were we living in the "City of God," no restrictions would be neces­
sary; but as mortals we must strive, and the path is never easy, for the goal of or­
dered liberty. We must work to obtain for ourselves and for others equally de­
serving the maximum amount of freedom that is consistent with time-tested trans­
cendent values, the lofty traditions of the past, and the peculiar circumstances of 
the present. Were we to do otherwise, our precious heritage and universal ideal 
of ordered liberty liberally but not self-defeatingly defined—might, in all proba­
bility, be denied to posterity. 
It is with these thoughts in mind that we cry out for a world, a nation, a 
society of peace and freedom, not "peace" at any price nor "freedom" with no re­
servations; but rather, both in accordance with the tenets of natural justice and 
human wisdom. Can we, in these perilous times when the very fabric of Western 
Civilization is threatened by barbarians from within and heinous ideologies from 
without, meet the challenge? 
IN MEMORIAM 
The Editors deem it fitting and proper that Kenyon College, the home of lit­
erary excellence as seen in the Kenyon Review and the honored recipient of a 
visit by the magnanimous American Poet Laureate only a few short weeks ago, 
should pay its heart-felt respect and sympathy to the memory of Robert Frost. 
The man and his works have been favorably appraised by gentlemen so much 
more capable than ourselves, that it would only be fatuous and vainly presump­
tuous, on our part, to add to the record by attempting a eulogy on these fair pages. 
Let us take comfort that, although he had promised to visit with us again 
and further enrich our experience, he has been called to a better life and now 
dwells with Our Father in Heaven. Nevertheless, his poetry shall belong to the 
Ages. 
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13 
Kenyon College, upon entering into its one-hundred-
thirty-ninth academic year, assumed a new external face— 
giving Alma Mater an image of progress, but yet not al­
tering radically the Institution's inherent dignity nor dis­
tracting from its high purposes. 
The Philip R. Mather Chemistry Building was dedi­
cated in June, 1962. The new million dollar library was 
completed in late summer and dedicated to the honor of 
Kenyon's late President and distinguished educator, Gor­
don Keith Chalmers. 
The year was memorable also for the many promin­
ent figures—literati, academicians, and entertainers—who 
illuminated the Gambier scene. 
Also signs of a new spirit seemed to be detected a-
mong the student body, as evidenced by the enthusiastic 
service rendered in the bookmoving, the increased hours 
devoted to study accruing through the facilities of the 
new library, and the campus controversies concerning 
self-study and Kenyon's sense of purpose. 
14 
THE COLLEGE 
THE YEAR 
AND THE FREE SOCIETY 
IN REVIEW 
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Come September and it is back to school. After 
diverse and rewarding summers, six hundred or so 
Kenyon men casually made their way back to Gambier 
and beautiful Ohio. 
Upperclassmen quickly renewed old acquaintances 
and rehashed the summer's activities and exploits. Fresh­
men found themselves thrust into the midst of a new and, 
for some, a bewildering environment. However, prelim­
inary anxiety is overcome during Registration week as 
friends are made quickly and continuous activity fills 
up the hours. 
Soon acclimated to the college community, attention, 
ideally, is focused upon the task at hand and the goals 
of higher education. 
Hazing — of a relatively mild variety 
— and the intricacies of "Rush" oc­
cupied the first few weeks of school. 
In rope- pulls, kangaroo courts, and pa-
jama parades, fuzzy Freshmen and sopho-
moric Sophomores vied with one another 
to bolster class egos. 
The tension and tedium of rush was 
as hard — if not harder — on fraternity 
men than on the rushees\ "Hello, name? 
hometown? how do you like Kenyon? 
care for a beer?" Names are easily for­
gotten and first impressions often de­
ceiving. Some, obviously just out of the 
nest, succumb in their first encounter 
with the demon rum. 
Nevertheless, the status quo, to vary­
ing degrees of satisfaction, is preserved 
and the fraternities continue to be a self-
sustaining and a vital force on campus. 
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Life at Kenyon, for one having the proper values, 
motivations, and perspectives, is active and rewarding: 
classes take up the morning hours; labs and seminars 
offer an opportunity for research and often stimulating 
discussion; athletics, activities, bridge games and such 
give an opportunity for greater self-development and 
well-roundedness. 
Around 11:00, the Coffee Shop is "in." Ramona is 
there and other friends too. For some, faced with an hour 
exam or paper due, study occasionally continues late into 
the night. Others, artificially fortified with coffee, 
"benny-pills," and No Doz choose to make "nighters" a 
way of life. 
Week-ends, the atmosphere is more relaxed. Neigh­
boring schools are frequented in the search for feminine 
charms. One can indulge in long-term work projects. 
Some, for better or worse, idealize La Dolce Vita. 
Homecoming 1962 was highlighted by the dedication 
of McBride Field — the gift of Mr. Pierre McBride, an 
affluent and altruistic friend of the College (Class of 
1918). 
Festivities began on Friday as alums began trickling 
back. An international folk-singing concert was followed 
by division and display-building parties. 
Saturday, the hooters defeated Ohio Wesley an 2-1 
while the football team dropped a 20-14 heartbreaker to 
Capital. The traditional half-time cane rush saw the Class 
of '66 victorious. 
The weekend was climaxed by an evening of dressy 
parties and dancing. A controversy over the break-up of 
the Alpha Delta Phi alumni celebration excited the 
campus for a time. 
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Fall Dance approaches and the College gradually undergoes a significant 
semi-annual transformation. Rooms are straightened up, calendar pictures stuffed 
in desk drawers, shoes polished, corsages ordered, the tux cleaned and pressed. 
Pledges make themselves useful on occasions such as these. 
The women arrive — in all shapes and sizes from any number of geographi­
cal locations. Some are tough and worldly, some pseudo, a few strictly high 
school. Parties, with ALO and Phi Kappa Sigma featuring champagne and the 
Beta's whiskey sours, and a formal dance give glitter to Friday's festivities. 
On Saturday afternoon, the combos swing into action. These are followed 
by more parties and a second, less formal, dance, D. Phi's 2:00-4:00 is generally the 
place to be for those in the mood. 
Sunday brings hang-overs, second hang-overs, and malaise. Soon afterwards, 
the snows come; "great horny eagles" grow restless and dream of illusory South 
Sea beachcombing. 
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1962-1963 witnessed, comparatively-speaking, a windfall of cultural activity 
in these hinterlands of the Buckeye state-. The late Robert Frost and venerable 
Aldous Huxley inspired us with their presence. Miss Nina Dova, the Smothers 
Brothers, Alfred Deller, and Russia's outstanding Komitas Quartet provided sweet 
music for bourgeois ears. Ralph Gerard, a noted psychologist, lectured on "the 
physical basis of memory." 
Politically: the lectures on Africa left much to be desired. It was particularly 
offensive to hear western civilization dishonored by an indigenous tribesman from 
Mozambique at which, unfortunately, student attendance was compulsory. Frank 
Wilkinson, appearing under the auspices of SPU, profaned Philomathesian Hall 
when he appealed for grass roots support to abolish HUAC. Former Ambassador 
Kilanjari's speech on the threat of Communism to Latin America and the Ash-
brook-Burnham debate proved exceptionally worthwhile. 
Kenyon's dramatic productions. Orpheus Descending, Much Ado About 
Nothing, and Thieves' Carnival, as expected, were superb. 
The grand highlight of winter term, and an occasion which should become a 
Kenyon tradition, was, of course, Military Ball Weekend. Activity began Friday 
night with the risque appearance of Josh White, one of America's leading folk 
singers. 
Saturday's combo was, unfortunately, postponed; but time was put to equally 
worthwhile activities. The Ball itself was memorable — featuring a fine band 
which Puto, somehow, wound up leading. Lara's chick took Queen honors with 
Kitty a top runner-up. 
Like all good things, the week-end had to end; and, with misgivings, we 
staggered back to our books. 
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February and March found the college community 
inner-directed. Letters came (sometimes), but generally 
the telephone was handier for keeping Gambierites in 
touch with happenings in the market-place. 
The Collegian became increasingly provocative and 
obsessed with its own trivialism. "Student opinion," with 
the exception of a handful of malcontents, overwhelming­
ly supported Perry's "Gentlemen's Agreement." Never­
theless, the issue was dragged on. The reprehensible 
March 13 edition brought manifold denunications from 
"enlightened" individuals all over the hill. Semester-
weary students gleefully turned "peep night" into a 
Collegian-burning ceremonial. Many hoped that the 
Collegian might yet comprehend the merit of the aristo­
cratic tradition and transform itself into a respectable and 
responsible "journal of student opinion." 
Original misgivings and pessimism mellowed as we 
watched our scholarly foursome do the College credit on 
the G.E. College Bowl. 
Driving back on April Fool's Day, we prepared to make the most of the six 
week trek ahead. Hell weeks came, and many of the members took devilish 
delight in robbing the young of needed sleep. Afterwards came the solemn 
activation ceremonies, and the neophytes became our little brothers. Celebrations 
were in order. 
The Junior Class condescended to permit the Sophomores a hand in planning 
their rock 'n' roll blast. But most all calendars were circled for the big week­
end, May 3-4. DKE's and A.D.'s planned afternoon cocktail parties; and Ulrich 
screamed when he closed the "libs" on Saturday night. 
And now, examinations and the annual disillusionment over the year 
system: "Original study, Dr. Sam? At exam time? Certainly not!" Then it is 
Senior Comprehensives and Graduation — perhaps Graham will buy Hershey an 
ice cream cone to celebrate the great occasion. 
"Academic freedom is a security against hazards to the pursuit of truth 
by those persons whose lives are dedicated to conserving the intellectual heritage 
of the ages and to extending the realm of knowledge. It is the right, or group of 
rights, intended to make it possible for certain persons (always very few in 
number, in any society, when compared with the bulk of the population) to 
teach truthfully and to employ their reason to the full extent of their intellectual 
powers . . . Here in America and . . . throughout the civilized world these 
liberties are the product of custom and moral prescription, rather than of positive 
law." 
— Russell Kirk 
FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATION 
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* * 
Dorothy Gertrude Fesler, Secretary 
to the President. 
SEVENTEENTH 
PRESIDENT OF 
KENYON COLLEGE 
FRANZE EDWARD LUND 
President 
A.B., M.A. (Washington and Lee), Ph.D. (Wisconsin), 
LL.D. (Birmingham Southern), L.H.D. (Hobart) 
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DEAN OF THE COLLEGE 
FRANK EDGAR BAILEY 
Dean of the College 
Professor of History 
A. B. (Dartmouth), M. A., Ph.D. (Harvard) 
REGISTRAR 
STUART RICE McGOWAN 
Registrar 
Professor of History and Political Science 
Ph. B. (Kenyon), M. A. (Western Reserve) 
DEAN OF STUDENTS 
THOMAS JOSEPH EDWARDS 
Dean of Students 
Associate Director of Physical Education and 
Athletics 
B. S. (Springfield), M. A. (Toledo) 
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RAYMOND DU BOIS 
CAHALL 
Professor of History, Emeritus 
Ph. B. (Kenyon), Ph. D. (Columbia), L. H. D. 
ELBE HERBERT JOHNSON 
Henry G. Dalton Professor of Physics, Emeritus 
A. B., M. A. (Olivet), Ph. D. (Chicago), D. Sc. 
(Kenyon) 
PROFESSORS 
EMERITUS 
JOHN CROWE RANSOM 
Carnegie Professor of Poetry, Emeritus 
A. B. (Vanderbilt), B. A. (Oxon), Litt.D. 
(Kenyon) 
RICHARD GEORGE 
SALOMON 
Professor of History, Emeritus 
\/i a PL n /TWlinl T, H. D. (Kenyon) 
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JAMES ROLL BROWNE 
Archer M. Huntington Professor of 
Spanish Language and Literature 
B. S. (U. S. Naval Academy), M. A. 
(Cincinnati), Ph. D. (Chicago) 
WILLIAM REAGLE 
TRANSUE 
Peabody Professor of Mathematics 
A. B. (Lafayette), Ph. D. (Lehigh) 
DENHAM SUTCLIFFE 
James H. Dempsey Professor of 
English 
A. B. (Bates), B. A., M. A. D. Phil. 
(Oxon.) 
ROBERT ORWILL 
FINK 
Emma N. Dempsey Professor of 
Greek and Latin Languages and 
Literatures 
A. B. (Indiana), M. A. (Cornell), 
Ph.D. (Yale) 
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FACULTY 
BAYES MARSHALL 
NORTON 
Bowler Professor of Chemistry 
B. S. (Yale), B. Sc. (Oxon), Ph. D. 
(Yale) 
SAMUEL BILLINGS 
CUMMINGS, JR. 
Spencer and Wolfe Professor of 
Psychology 
A. B. (Amherst), M. A. (Columbia), 
Ph. D. (Princeton) 
The Church of the Holy Spirit photographed from 
the new Gordon Keith Chalmers Memorial Library. 
HOYT LANDON 
WARNER, JR. 
Henry M. Weaver Memorial Professor 
of History 
A. B., M. A., Ph.D. (Harvard) 
JAMES ELDER 
MICHAEL 
Professor of Speech and Dramatics 
A. B. (Amherst), M. F. A. (Yale) 
OTTON MARTIN 
NIKODYM 
Professor of Mathematics 
Ph. D. (Warsaw) 
FRANKLIN MILLER, JR. 
Professor of Physics 
A. B. (Swarthmore), Ph. D. (Chicago) 
EDWARD HARVEY 
Samuel Mather Professor of French 
Language and Literature 
A. B. (Bates), M. A. (Middlebury), 
M. A., Ph. D. (Harvard) 
DANIEL TALBOT 
FINKBEINER II 
Secretary 
Professor of Mathematics 
A. B., M. A. (Washington and Jeffer­
son), Ph. D. (California Institute of 
Technology) 
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EDWARD CLEMENT 
HEINTZ 
Librarian 
A. B. (Brown), A.B.L.S. (Michigan) 
JAMES MEREDITH 
PAPPENHAGEN 
Professor of Chemistry 
B. S. (Mount Union), M. S., Ph. D. 
(Purdue) 
Ascension Hall taken from the north side. 
JESS WILLARD 
FALKENSTINE 
Darlington Greene Associate Professor 
of Physical Education and Athletics 
B. S., M. S. (West Virginia), Ed. D. 
(Michigan State) 
PAUL BARTON 
TRESCOTT 
Professor of Economics 
A. B. (Swarthmore), M. A., Ph. D. 
(Princeton) 
BRUCE HAYWOOD 
Professor of German Language and 
Literature 
B.A., M. A. (McGill), Ph.D. 
(Harvard) 
EDWIN JAMES 
ROBINSON, JR. 
Professor of Biology 
A. B. (Dartmouth), M. S., Ph. D. 
(New York) 
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_ 
The Samuel Mather Sci­
ence Hall, occupied since 
1926. 
ALFRED DENIS BALY 
Associate Professor of Religion 
B. A. (Liverpool) 
GERRIT HUBBARD 
ROELOFS 
Mcllvaine Associate Professor of 
English 
A. B. (Amherst), M. A., Ph. D. 
(Johns Hopkins) 
JAMES FLEMING 
HOYLE 
Assistant Professor of English 
A. B. (Kenyon), Ph. D. (Princeton) 
JAMES WALTER 
NORDYKE 
Assistant Professor of Economics 
A. B. (Stanford), M. A., Ph. D. 
(Princeton) 
ROBIE MAYHEW 
MACAULEY 
Editor, The Kenyon Review 
Professor of English 
A. B. (Kenyon), M. F. A. (Iowa) 
ROBERT WILLIAM 
HARRISON 
Assistant Director of Physical Educa­
tion and Athletics 
B. S. (Michigan) 
IRVING FELDMAN 
Assistant Professor of English 
B. S. S. (College of the City of New 
York), M. A. (Columbia) 
H. DALE SOMMERS, JR. 
Assistant Professor of Air Science 
A. B. (Butler), Captain, United States 
Air Force 
JAMES DONALD 
CARNEY 
Assistant Professor of Philosophy 
M. A. (Roosevelt), Ph.D. (Nebraska) 
ROBERT LEWIS BAKER 
Associate Professor of History 
A. B. (Brown), M. A., Ph. D. 
(Princeton) 
PAUL SNEDDEN 
SHOUP 
Assistant Professor of Political 
Science 
A. B. (Swarthmore), Ph. D. (Columbia) 
ROBERT LEROY 
JOHNS 
Instructor of Modern Languages 
A. B., M. A. (Oregon) 
JOHN BUCSELA 
Instructor of Russian Language and 
Literature 
A. B., M. A. (Wisconsin) 
NORMAN JOHN 
DUBIEL 
Assistant Director of Physical Educa­
tion and Athletics 
B. S. (State College of Education, 
Cortland, New York) 
FRANCIS WAGONER 
YOW 
Associate Professor of Biology 
B. S. (Western Carolina College) 
M. S., Ph. D. (Emory) 
ROBERT FRANCIS 
CARPENTER 
Instructor of Physics 
B. S. (Union College), M. S. 
(Ohio State) 
RICHARD FREDERICK 
HETTLINGER 
Chaplain 
Associate Professor of Religion 
B. A., M. A. (Cantab.) 
EDMUND PAUL 
HECHT 
Instructor of Modern Languages 
A. B. (Ohio University), M. A. 
(Columbia) 
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ARTHUR JOSEPH 
LAVE 
Assistant Director of Physical Educa­
tion and Athletics 
B. S. (Kent State), M. A. (Western 
Reserve) 
DONALD ELWOOD 
WHITE 
Assistant Director of Physical Educa­
tion and Athletics 
B. S., M. A. (Kent State) 
ROBERT WOODHAM 
DANIEL 
Professor of English 
A. B. (University of the South), Ph. D. 
(Yale) 
FRANCIS PUGH 
LIDE, JR. 
Insturctor of Modern Languages 
B. S. (Wake Forest), M. A. (Rice) 
WALTER DEAN 
BURNHAM 
Assistant Professor of Political 
Science 
A. B., M. A. (Johns Hopkins), M. A., 
Ph. D. (Harvard) 
SAMUEL GILBERT 
NORD 
Instructor of Psychology 
A. B., M. A. (Delaware) 
Rosse Hall photographed at twilight. 
The Philip R. Mather Chem­
istry Building, dedicated in 
June, 1962. 
WILLIAM EZRA 
McCULLOH 
Assistant Professor of Classical 
Languages 
A. B. (Ohio Wesleyan), B. A. (Oxon), 
Ph.D. (Yale) 
GERALD EUGENE 
MYERS 
Associate Professor of Philosophy 
A. B. (Haverford), M. A., Ph. D. 
(Brown) 
FRANK TORBET 
LENDRIM 
Assistant Professor of Music 
Music. B., Ed. Mus. B. (Oberlin), 
Mus. M., Ph. D. (Michigan) 
AHMAD ASAD MURAD 
Assistant Professor of Economics 
A. B. (Washington State), M. S., 
Ph. D. (Wisconsin) 
OWEN YORK, JR. 
Associate Professor of Chemistry 
A. B. (Evansville), M. A., Ph. D. 
(Illinois) 
BRIAN DENDLE 
Instructor of Modern Languages 
B. A. (Oxon.) 
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JOSEPH FRANK SLATE 
Instructor of Art 
A. B. (Washington), B. F. A. (Yale) 
CYRUS WAYNE 
BANNING 
Instructor of Philosophy 
A. B. (Harvard), M. A. (Michigan) 
CHARLES LOUIS 
HAMILTON 
Assistant Professor of History 
A. B. (Hendrix College), B. A. (Oxon.) 
Ph. D. (Cornell) 
DAVID RYEBURN 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
A. B. (Kenyon), Ph. D. (Ohio State) 
WILLIAM CAMBRIEL 
BLIGHT 
Associate Professor of Biology 
A. B. (Southwest Missouri), Ph. D. 
(Washington University) 
CHARLES STANLEY 
DAVIS 
Associate Professor of Air Science 
B. S. (Indiana), M. B. A. (Ohio State), 
Lieutenant Colonel, United States 
Air Force 
RICHARD BERGER 
FRIEDMAN 
Instructor of Political Science 
A. B. (Kenyon), M. A. (Johns 
Hopkins) 
RUTH PRETZAT 
TRESCOTT 
Instructor of Economics 
A. B. (Swarthmore) 
O N  S A B B A T I C A L  O R  
LEAVE OF ABSENCE, 
1962-1963: 
PAUL MERLIN TITUS 
Edwin M. Stanton Professor of 
Economics 
VIRGIL CHARLES 
ALDRICH 
Guy Despard Goff Professor of 
Philosophy 
PAUL SCHWARTZ 
Professor of Music 
RAYMOND ENGLISH 
Professor of Political Science 
CHARLES RAY 
RITCHESON 
Professor of History 
WENDELL DON 
LINDSTROM 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
VISITING PROFESSORS 
AND LECTURERS, 1962-
1963: 
DAVID DOUGLAS 
PORTER 
Visiting Associate Professor of 
Physics 
CHARLES SCHMIDT 
Visiting Instructor of English 
DELOS DONALD 
WICKENS 
Visiting Lecturer in Psychology 
HARRY PHILLIP 
BAHRICK 
Visiting Lecturer in Psychology 
WILLIAM HAYDEN 
McCALLUM 
Visiting Lecturer in Religion 
NORMAN LEONARD, 
JR-
Visiting Professor of Economics 
Peirce Hall and the Philander Chase Memorial Tower. 
GORDON LEE 
JOHNSON 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
B. S. (Ohio University), Ph. D. 
(Illinois) 
RONALD BERMAN 
Associate Professor of English 
A. B. (Harvard), M. A., Ph. D. (Yale) 
But, Miss Clark, the Bexley 
Library does have better re­
ligion books—besides their ele­
vator isn't marked 'For Staff 
Use Only!' " 
"No, my book is entitled Works and 
Days not 'Nights and Days.' It is 
not printed by the vanity press." 
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"But I've got to give my students coffee— 
to keep them awake!" 
"I certainly won't give you my telephone 
number!" 
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SAMUEL SHERMAN 
LORD 
Business Manager 
A. B. (Allegheny) 
WILLIAM HENRY 
THOMAS, JR. 
Vice President for Development 
Ph. B. (Kenyon) 
SHALER BANCROFT 
Comptroller 
A. B. (Columbia) 
TRACY SCUDDER 
Director of Admissions 
Litt. B. (Rutgers), M. Ed. (Maryland) 
JOHN DANA 
KUSHAN 
Assistant Registrar of the College 
Director of Scholarships and 
Student Aid 
A. B. (Bradley), M. Ed. (Harvard) 
BRENT ACHILLES 
TOZZER, JR. 
Alumni Secretary 
Director of the News Bureau 
A. B. (Kenyon) 
ADMINISTRATION 
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GEORGE WILLIAM 
LANNING, JR. 
Assistant Editor, The Kenyon Review 
A. B. (Kenyon) 
BRUCE ALAN ROGERS 
Assistant to the Director of 
Admissions 
A. B. (Kenyon) 
The Alumni House 
THOMAS LOWE 
BOGARDUS, JR. 
College Physician 
A. B. (Kenyon), M. D. (Cincinnati) 
GENE CECELIA 
PAYNE 
Resident Nurse 
R. N. (Mercy Hospital, Philadelphia) 
DONALD HAY 
RUGGLES 
Administrative Non-Commissioned 
Officer, Department of Air Science 
Technical Sergeant, United States 
Air Force 
CAROLYN ROLLER 
Alumni House Hostess 
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Favorite Secretaries: Miss Beverly Speck, Mrs. Roselyn Strieker, Mrs. 
Lee Wilson. STAFFS 
Saga: Mrs. Joan Fannin, Mrs. Ramona Fawcett, Mrs. Mary 
Jane Magers, Mrs. Pauline Smith, Mrs. Margaret Whetsel, 
Bob Stetson, Paul Shaffer, Norm Sterling, Jim Huffman, Bob 
Borer, Mrs. Betty Huffman, Mrs. Eileen Dial, Chubby Huff­
man, Miss Sandy Whetsel. 
Library: Mrs. Mary Niemczewski, Mrs. Velda Burkhart, Mrs. 
Lois Allerding, Mrs. Louise Bricker, Miss Virginia Clark, Ed­
ward Heintz. 
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"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the 
age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of 
belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, 
it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was 
the winter of despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing 
before us, we were all going direct to Heaven, we were all going 
direct the other way . . 
Charles Dickens 
SENIORS 
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DONALD CLINTON ABBOTT 
Delta Phi 
Niagara Falls, N. Y.; Chemistry; Dean's List 
1,3; Lubritol Chemistry Prize; Fraternity Vice 
President 3; Ski Club 1,2,3,4. 
JOHN McGEE ACKERMANN 
Middle Kenyon Association 
Washington, D.C.; Reading for Honors in Bi­
ology; Dean's List 1,2,3; Junior Biology Prize; 
Dramatics 3,4; Pre-Med Club 1; Kenyon Chris­
tian Fellowship 1,2,3,4; Ski Club 1,2,3, Presi­
dent 4. 
JOSEPH WILFORD ADKINS, III 
Beta Theta Pi 
Circleville, Ohio; Economics; Baseball 1,2,3,4, 
Most Valuable Player 3, All-Conference Pitch­
er 2,3. 
LESTER DIXIE ALFORD 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Kissimmee, F lorida; History; Fraternity Histor­
ian 2; Arnold Air Society 2,3,4; Track 1,2; Ken­
yon Klan 2,3; Kenyon Flyers 4. 
STEPHEN THAYER ALLEN 
Phi Kappa Sigma 
Holden, Mass.; Psychology; Fraternity Rush 
Chairman 2, Social Chairman 3; WKCO 1,2,3. 
CHARLES J. BARKER 
Witchita, Kansas; Political Science; WKCO 4-
Pistol Club 2. ' 
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NOT PICTURED: 
BENJAMIN ERNEST 
BURNETT 
Beta Theta Pi 
Sandusky, Ohio; Philosophy. 
ROBERT CHENEN 
Levittown, N.Y.; Chemistry. 
"I think Stetson must 
have poured this coffee 
back at least three times." 
ALAN WINDSOR BECK 
Middle Kenyon Association 
Providence, R. I.; Economics; Stu­
dent Council 3,4; Arnold Air So­
ciety; Ski Club President 1,2,3, 
Vice President 4; Intramural pool 
champion 3. 
THEODORE PHILLIPS 
BISSELL 
Beta Theta Pi 
Detroit, Mich.; Psychology; Ken­
yon General Scholarship; Dean's 
List 1,3; Freshman Chemistry 
Award; Student Council 1; WKCO 
1; Track 1,2,3,4; Indoor 440 
Champion 3; Kenyon Klan. 
JAMES NELSON BROWN, III 
Phi Kappa Sigma 
Medina, Ohio; Political Science; 
Fraternity Social Chairman 2,3; Pre­
law Club. 
MICHAEL DUDLEY BULL 
Delta Kappa Epsilon 
Villanova, Pa.; History; Young Re­
publicans 1,4; Wrestling 1,4. 
NEVIN STUART CAMP 
Delta Phi 
Aurora, New York; Psychology; 
Fraternity Scholarship Chairman 
2,3,4. 
WILLIAM THOMPSON 
CAVE, JR. 
Phi Kappa Sigma 
Glendale, Missouri; Biology; Dean's 
List 1,3; Kenyon Scholarship; Foot­
ball Sportsmanship Trophy; Stu­
dent Council 2,3; Fraternity Sec­
retary 4; Pre-Med Club 1,4; Ken­
yon Christian Fellowship 1; Foot­
ball 2,3; Lacrosse 1. 
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DAVID BRUCE DAWSON 
Beta Theta Pi 
Chadds Ford, Pa.; English; Dean's List 1; Class 
Secretary-Treasurer 3; Fraternity Treasurer 3; 
Soccer 1,2,3,4, Captain 3,4; Basketball 1,2; 
Kenyon Klan 2,3,4; Soccer All-Midwest (full­
back ) 3,4. 
LINDLEY C. DEARDORFF, 
Delta Phi 
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Spanish; Alcoa Foundation 
Scholarship; Fraternity President 3,4; Inter-
Fraternity Council 3,4; Dramatic Club 3,4; Ski 
Club 1,2; Member of the Subcommittee on 
Student Government. 
GERARD A. DeOREO 
Shaker Heights, Ohio; French; Pre-Med Club 
1; Collegian 1,2; Reveille 1,2; Tennis 1,2; 
French Table 4; Junior Year Aboard. 
RICHARD JACK DISANTIS 
Middle Keyon Association 
South Euclid, Ohio; Economics; Dean's List 3; 
Young Democrats 3. 
BENNETT CHOTINER 
McKeesport, Pa.; Reading for Hon-
onors in Biology; Wiggin Pre-Med 
Scholarship; Dean's List 1,2,3; 
Collegian 2; WKCO 1,2,3; Pre-Med 
Club 1,2,3,4; Baseball 1; Phi Beta 
Kappa. 
ROBERT W. CLEVELAND 
Delta Phi 
Bronxville, N.Y.; Political Science; 
Publications Board 3; Reveille 2, 
Editor 3; Chapel Choir 1; Soccer 1; 
Tennis 1,2,3,4, Most Valuable Play­
er 1, Captain 3, Conference Awards 
1. 
DAVID PIERCE COLLEY 
Delta Kappa Epsilon 
Princeton, N.J.; Political Science; 
Collegian 3; International Relations 
Club 1; Soccer 1,3,4, Conference 
Award (fullback) 4; Kenyon Klan 
3,4. 
JAMES CURTIS CREE 
Beta Theta Pi 
Utica, Ohio; Economics; Chase So­
ciety 1; Football 1,2,3,4; Baseball 
1,2,3,4; Kenyon Klan 2,3,4. 
A moment of relaxation between 
halves. 
THOMAS HASBROOK 
CURTIS 
Sigma Pi 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio; Reading for 
Honors in Mathematics; Dean's 
List 3; Wrestling 1,2; Ski Club 1,2. 
THOMAS F. COLLINS 
Delta Tau Delta 
Mount Prospect, Illinois; Biology; 
Fraternity Chapter Correspondent 
3,4; Chase Society 2; Basketball 
1,2,3,4, Captain 4; Baseball 1,2,3,4, 
Kenyon Klan 2,3, Vice President 4. 
JOHN D. COLWELL 
Delta Tau Delta 
Defiance, Ohio; Psychology; Foot­
ball 1,2; Baseball 1; Lacrosse 2,3. 
JOHN ROBERT 
COUGHLAN, JR. 
Delta Kappa Epsilon 
Bronxville, N.Y.; History; Frater­
nity Social Chairman 3,4, Chase So­
ciety; Chapel Choir 1; Kenyon 
Singers 1; Football 1,2; Lacrosse 
1,2,3; Hockey Club 2,3,4. 
JOHN THERON DRAKE 
Beta Theta Pi 
Mount Vernon, Ohio; Economics; 
Student Council 1; College Social 
Committee 2,3, Chairman 4; WKCO 
1,2,3,4. 
F. THOMAS DVORAK 
Phi Kappa Sigma 
Dansville, Ohio; Economics; Fra­
ternity Secretary 2, Vice President 
3, President 4; Football 1,2,3,4; 
Kenyon Klan 4. 
CALVIN LAMAR ELLIS 
Beta Theta Pi 
Florence, South Carolina; German; 
George Gund Scholarship; Dean's 
List 2; Judicial Board 2,3, Chair­
man 4; Collegian 3; Reveille 3; 
Baseball 1,2,3, Captain 4; Kenyon 
Klan 2,3, President 4; All-Confer­
ence Award (Shortstop) 2, Senior 
Society 4. 
DAVID LLOYD EVANS 
Delta Tau Delta 
Westport, Conn.; Psychology; Fra­
ternity House and Ground Chair­
man 2; Swimming 1,2,3,4, All-
Conference Awards 1,2,3,4, Out-
staiding Freshman Swimmer Award 
1; Intramural Swimming Manager 
2,3. 
Mount Vernon, Ohio; Physics; 
MKA Intramural Athletic Direc­
tor 3. 
RODGER D. DRABICK 
Middle Kenyon Association 
CARL RICHARD FASSLER 
Toledo, Ohio; Economics; Chapel 
Choir 4; International Relations 
Club 4; Soccer 2; Wrestling 1; Ten­
nis 1,2. 
Practicing to "hustle" New Orleans Fats. 
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STEVEN S. FISCHMAN 
Beta Theta Pi 
New York, New York; Reading for Honors 
in History; Dean's List 1,2,3; Alan Goldsmith 
Award in History; Lacrosse 2,3,4. 
THOMAS C. FLEMING 
Delta Phi 
Westfield, N.J.; Chemistry; Dean's List 1,3; 
Fraternity Treasurer 4; Dramatic Club 1,2,3, 
Business Manager 4; Football 1, Sportsman­
ship Trophy 1; Ski Club 1; Kenyon Flyers 
1,2, Treasurer 3, President4. 
RICHARD C. FOSTER 
Middle Kenyon Association 
Wayne, Pa.; French; Dramatic Club 4; Chapel 
Choir 1,2,3,4; Kenyon Singers Librarian 1,2, 
Secretary 3,4; Ski Club 2,3, Vice President 4; 
M.K.A. President 4. 
STANLEY R. FRIEDMAN 
Flushing, New York; Mathematics; Pre-Med 
Club 1; Collegian 3; Wrestling 3. 
CALVIN S. FROST 
Delta Kappa Epsilon 
Englewood, N.J.; English; Fraternity Vice Presi­
dent 2, Pledgemaster 2; Inter-Fraternity Coun­
cil 3; Dramatic Club 1,2,3,; Kenyon Singers 1; 
Lacrosse 1,2; Hockey Club Treasurer 2, Vice 
President 3, P resident 4; Reveille Business Man­
ager 3. 
JOHN CHARLES GERLACH 
Archon 
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Reading for Honors in Eng­
lish; National Merit Scholarship; English Sen­
ior Prize Scholarship; Dean's List 1,2,3; Phi 
Beta Kappa. 
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WILLIAM A. GILL 
Delta Tau Delta 
Sandusky, Ohio; Economics; Fraternity Social 
Chairman 3; Swimming 1. 
STEVEN LEWIS GOLDBERG 
Archon 
Brooklyn, N.Y.; Reading for Honors in Biol­
ogy; Dean's List 3; Student Council 4; Fra­
ternity Treasurer 3, 4; WKCO 1,2; Pre-Med 
Club 1,2,3, President 4; International Relations 
Club 3; Young Democrats 3,4. 
ROBERT WALTER GOLDMAN 
Swampscott, Mass.; Reading for Honors in 
Economics; Dean's List 1,2,3; Student Council 
Treasurer 3,4; Collegian Business Administra­
tor 3,4; Hockey Club 1,2,3,4; Student Consul­
tant to Educational Policies Committee 3,4. 
DAVID AUGUST GOLNIK 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Middletown, Conn.; Philosophy; Fraternity 
Secretary 3,4; Chapel Choir 1,2; International 
Relations Club 1. 
RAYMOND PAUL GOUIN 
Middle Kenyon Association 
Salem, Mass.; Reading for Honors in Political 
Science; WKCO 3,4; Dramatics Club 2,3,4; 
Conservative Club 3,4; Young Republicans 3, 
President 4; French Table Chairman 2,3; Circle 
K 4. 
MICHAEL LUCIEN GRELLA, JR. 
Psi Upsilon 
Hempstead, New York; English; Publications 
Board 4; Fraternity Corresponding Secretary 
3,4; Young Democrats President 3,4; Phillip 
Walcott Timberlake Memorial Award, 1962. 
. :0: i m 
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GRAHAM deCONDE GUND 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Cleveland, Ohio; Psychology; Fra­
ternity Vice President 3,4; Hockey 
Club Captain 3, President 4. 
DAVID G. HAMILL 
Beta Theta Pi 
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Economics; Frater­
nity Social Chairman 2,3; Young 
Republicans 2,3,4. 
LEWIS MIFFLIN HAYES 
Phi Kappa Sigma 
Rahway, N.J.; Reading for Honors 
in Political Science; Baker Schol­
arship; Dean's List 1,3; Fraternity 
House Chairman 2,3; Swimming 
1,2,3,4; Kenyon Klan 2,3,4. 
GORAN TORSTEN 
HEMBERG 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Kongalv, Sweden; Reading for 
Honors in Political Science. 
WILLIAM J. HENNINGER 
Psi Upsilon 
Riverside, 111.; Philosophy; Frater­
nity Treasurer 2,3,4. 
STEPHEN CARL HERBST 
Great Neck, N.Y.; Reading for 
Honors in Philosophy; Dean's List 
1,2,3; Class Vice-President 1; Judi­
cial Board 4; Publications Board 3; 
Collegian Editor 3; Chase Society 
1; Kenyon Symposium Chairman 
4; Student Affairs Committee 4; 
Senior Society 4. 
"Can you go another 
pint, honey?" 
NOT PICTURED: 
DAVID GEORGE 
GUEULETTE 
Mount Vernon, Ohio; Economics. 
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STEPHEN LANDIS HERSHEY 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Kennett Square, Pa.; Biology; Student Council 
Appeals Board 3; Fraternity Vice President 2, 
Treasurer 3, President 4; Inter-Fraternity Coun­
cil 4; Swimming 1; Hockey Club 3; Kenyon 
Flyers 1,2,3, Secretary 4. 
STEPHEN BRADLEY HESSE 
Psi Upsilon 
Englewood, N.J.; Economics; Class President 
2; Fraternity President 2,3; Inter-Fraternity 
Council 2,3; Chase Society 1,2; Young Repub­
licans 3,4; Ski Club 2,3. 
JON RAYMOND CHRISTOPHER 
HOBROCK 
Delta Tau Delta 
Birmingham, Mich.; Psychology; Student Coun­
cil 1; Lacrosse 1,2,4, Captain 3; Photography 
for Publications 1,2,4; Lacrosse 1,2,4, Cap­
tain 3; Kenyon Klan 4; Ski Club 1,4. 
CHARLES WILLIAM HOLLENBECK 
Archon 
St. Louis Park, Minn.; Reading for Honors 
in English; Groves Scholarship; Dean's List 
1,2,3; Fraternity Vice President 3; WKCO 
1,2,3; Debate Club 1; Kenyon Christian Fel­
lowship 1,2,3, Chairman 4. 
FREDERICK LORD HOUGHTON 
Middle Kenyon Association 
Iona, Michigan; Reading for Honors in His­
tory; Dean's List 1,2; Chapel Choir 1,2; Kenyon 
Christian Fellowship 1,2,4; Conservative Club 
2,4; Young Republicans 2,4; Junior Year 
Abroad. 
ROBERT MacKOWN HUNTER 
Beta Theta Pi 
Long Beach, Calif.; Economics; Frank and Cor­
nelia Ginn Memorial National Merit Scholar­
ship; Judicial Board 4; Fraternity Correspond­
ing Secretary 2; Chase Society 1; Football 1,2, 
3,4; Track 1,2,3; Lacrosse 3,4; Kenyon Klan 
2,3,4. 
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ROBERT IREDELL, IV 
Delta Tau Delta 
Akron, Ohio; Economics; Fraternity 
Secretary 4. 
WILLIAM GEORGE 
KETTERER 
Middle Kenyon Association 
Butler, Pa.; Political Scoience; 
Dean's List 3; Dramatics Club 3,4; 
Kenyon Singers 1; Young Repub­
licans 4. 
JAMES PETER KEYES 
Columbus, Ohio; Economics; Ken­
yon Singers 2,3,4; Brass Choir En­
semble 2; Golf 1,2,3,4. 
MICHAEL CORNELIUS 
KOLCZUN 
Beta Theta Pi 
Lorain, Ohio; Economics; Frater-
Rush Chairman 2, Vice-President 3; 
Collegian 1,2; Pre-Med Club 1,2,3,4; 
Football 1,2,3,4; Track 1,2; La­
crosse 3, Co-Captain 4; All-Confer­
ence Honorable Mentions in Foot­
ball (Defensive end) 2,3,4, and La­
crosse (Defense) 3; Kenyon Klan 
2,3,4; Judo Club. 
EUGENE KRAUS 
Delta Phi 
Fort Wayne, Indiana; Political Sci­
ence; Basketball Manager 1,2; 
Young Democrats 3. 
F. WILLIAM KUEHL 
Beta Theta Pi 
Park Ridge, 111.; Economics; Bas­
ketball 1,2,3,4; Judo Club 3. 
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LOUIS BERNARD 
KUPPENHEIMER, III 
Delta Tau Delta 
Winnetka, 111.; Economics; Fra­
ternity Chairman of Lodge Com­
mittee; Swimming 1,2,3,4; Track 
2; Kenyon Klan 2,3,4; Judo Club 
3,4; Active in Swimming Classes 
for Handicapped Children 3,4. 
STEPHEN E. LANGER 
Brooklyn, New York; Psychology; 
Collegian 2. 
JOHN LONG LAUGHLIN 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Maumee, Ohio; Psychology; Dean's 
List 3; Fraternity Chairman of 
Social Committee 3,4; Kenyon 
Singers 1. 
STUART EDGERTON 
LEARNED 
Delta Phi 
Huntington, N. Y; History; Fra­
ternity Social Chairman 3,4. 
AMON GEORGE LINER, JR. 
Charlotte, N.C.; English; Nation­
al Merit Scholarship; Dean's List 
3; Hika contributor; Dramatics 4. 
DONALD JOSEPH MABRY 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Gambier, Ohio; History; Proctor 
and Gamble National Scholarship; 
Dean's List 1,3; Fraternity Trea­
surer 2, Vice President 3; Senior 
Society 4. 
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"But you won't be able to get my Kennedy 
sticker in if you take the picture from that 
angle!" 
ROBERT WAITE 
MACDONALD, JR. 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Winnetka, 111.; Mathematics; Fra­
ternity Secretary 2, Treasurer 3, 
President 4; Inter-Fraternity Coun­
cil 3,4; Collegian 1,2; Chase So­
ciety 1, Secretary-Treasurer 2; Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio; Psycholo-
Kenyon Singers 1; Swimming Man- gy; Collegian 3; WKCO 3,4; Chase 
ROBERT MALCOLM 
MacFARLAND, JR. 
Sigma Pi 
ager 1,2; Lacrosse 2,3,4. Society 1; Soccer 1,2,3,4. 
BARRY JOEL MANKOWITZ 
Sigma Pi 
South Orange, N. J.; Biology; Collegian 2,3; 
Pre-Med Club 1; Wrestling 1; Track 1; Ski 
Club 1,2. 
DAVID GILLMORE MAPES 
Phi Kappa Sigma 
Shaker Heights, Ohio; History; Fraternity 
Treasurer 3, Alumni Secretary 4; Kenyon 
Christian Fellowship 1; Young Republicans 2; 
DAVID ROBERT MAY 
Corpus Christi, Texas; Reading for Honors in 
Psychology; Kenyon General Scholarship; Sen­
ior Prize Scholarship in Psychology; Judo 
Club, President 2,3,4. 
NEAL MICHAEL MAYER 
Yonkers, N. Y.; Reading for Honors in His­
tory; History Prize Scholarship; Bookshop 
Award; Dean's List 3; Collegian 1,2,3; Chase 
Society 1,2; Young Democrats 3,4. 
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JOHN CA RLETON 
MCDONALD 
Beta Theta Pi 
Grand Rapids, Mich.; Political 
Science; Football 1,2; Pre-Law So­
ciety 1,2; Track 1,2; Wrestling 1; 
Kenyon Klan 2; Fraternity Vice 
President 3. 
PATRICK ALLAN McGRAW 
Archon 
Toledo, Ohio; Reading for Honors 
in Political Science; Weaver Na­
tional Scholarship; Senior Prize 
Scholarship; Dean's List 1,3; Ches-
nut Prize in Political Science 
(1962); Student Council 2,4; Fra­
ternity President 2,3; Inter-Fra­
ternity Council 2,3; Collegian 2,3; 
WKCO 3; International Relations 
Club 1,2,3, President 4; Young 
Democrats 3; Senior Society 4. 
DAVID EDWARDS McKEE 
Sigma Pi 
Westtown, Pa.; History; Dean's 
List 3; Fraternity Secretary 3; Soc­
cer 1,2,3, Co-Captain 4, All-Con­
ference Award 3,4; Kenyon Klan 
2,3, Secretary 4. 
JAMES PHILIP MIEURE 
Delta Tau Delta 
Robinson, 111.; Chemistry; Baker 
Scholarship; Philander Chase Scho­
larship; Fraternity Pledgemaster 2, 
Scholarship Chairman 2,3; Foot­
ball 1,2; Track 1,2,3,4; Kenyon 
Klan 2,3,4. 
JAMES W. MO NELL 
Alpha Lambda Omega 
Essex Falls, N. J.; Philosophy; Stu­
dent Council 4; Class Secretary-
Treasurer 4; Soccer 1,2,3,4; Chair­
man Film Committee 4; Track 
1,2,3, Co-Captain 4; Chase Society 
1,2; Dramatics 1,2; French Table 3; 
Senior Society 4. 
DAVID GI LLETTE 
NEWHALL 
Delta Tau Delta 
Minneapolis, Minn.; History; Dra­
matic Club 2,3,4; Golf 1,3,4; Fly­
ing Club 1,2. 
"Who Screams?" 
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THOMAS NOVINSON 
Evanston, 111.; Chemistry; Collegian 2,3,4; 
WKCO 1,2,3; Soccer 1,2; Wrestling 1,2,3; 
Lacrosse 1; Kenyon Klan. 
TERRY L. OWEN 
Delta Tau Delta 
Uniontown, Ohio; Biology; Football 1,2,3, 
Co-Captain 4; Track 1,3; Kenyon Klan 1,2,3,4. 
ROBERT JOSEPH PARK 
Red Bank, N. J.; Political Science; Wrestling 
1; Lacrosse 1,2. 
DAVID BUWSEW PH ARIS 
Delta Phi 
Webster Groves, Mo.; English; Student Coun­
cil 2,3; Fraternity Pledgemaster 3, Secretary 4; 
Chase Society 1,2. 
TIMOTHY E LLIS PI ERCE 
Delta Phi 
Sewickley, Pa.; Reading for Honors in Chem­
istry; Dean's List 1,3; Chase Society 1,2; Soccer 
2,3; Swimming 1,2,3,4; Kenyon Klan 2,3,4. 
PHILIP M CMILLAN PITT MAN 
Delta Kappa Epsilon 
Grosse Pointe Shores, Mich.; English; Dean's 
List 3; Fraternity President 3,4; Inter-Fra­
ternity Council 3, Secretary-Treasurer 4; Chase 
Society 1,2. 
NOT PIC TURED; 
ADRIAN PA ULET 
Beta Theta Pi 
Metairie, Louisiana; Economics. 
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RONALD A. PRESS 
Phi Kappa Sigma 
New York, N. Y.; Economics; Student Coun­
cil Intramural Board 2; College Shop Mana­
ger 2,3,4. 
THOMAS HOWARD PRICE 
Sigma Pi 
Hazel Crest, 111.; Political Science; Student 
Council 3,4; Fraternity Treasurer 3,4; Debate 
Club 1,4, Secretary-Treasurer 2, President 3. 
C. PERRIN RADLEY 
Sigma Pi 
Washington, D. C.; History; Young Republi­
cans 2; Conservative Club Secretary 2; Swim­
ming Manager 2; Debate Club 2; WKCO 
2; Hika 3; Collegian 3; Chapel Choir 4; Ken-
yon Singers 4. 
JOHN BRECKINRIDGE RAMSAY 
Psi Upsilon 
Baltimore, Maryland; History; Fraternity Cor­
responding Secretary 2, Vice President 3,4; 
Young Democrats 3,4; Wrestling 1. 
PETER H. READINGER 
Delta Kappa Epsilon 
Caracas, Venezuela; Soccer 1,2,3,4. 
WHITMAN HAWLEY RIDGWAY 
Delta Tau Delta 
Los Altos, Calif.; History; Soccer 3,4; Lacross 
2,4. 
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PATRICK KENNEDY 
ROBBINS 
Beta Theta Pi 
Washington, D. C.; Economics; 
Class Vice-President 2; Fraternity 
Social Chairman 2, Scholarship 
Chairman 3; Collegian 2; Reveille 
2; WKCO 1,2. 
JOHN L. ROSS 
Alpha Lambda Omega 
Milwaukee, Wis.; Reading for 
Honors in Philosophy; Dean's List 
3; Student Council Judicial Board 
4; Fraternity Social Chairman 2, 
President 3; Inter-Fraternity Coun­
cil 3; Reveille 2; WKCO 1,2. 
HARVEY JOEL SACHS 
Philadelphia, Pa.; Reading for 
Honors in Biology; National Merit 
scholarship; Dean's List 1,2; WK­
CO 1,2; Pre-Med Club 1,2, Vice 
President 4; String Ensemble 1. 
KENNETH PAUL 
SCHAEBETHAL 
Sigma Pi 
South Euclid, Ohio; Physics; Stu­
dent Council Judicial Board 3,4; 
Kenyon Singers 2,3,4. 
JAMES LeROY SCHERER 
Delta Phi 
Niles, Ohio; Reading for Honors 
in Biology; Kenyon General Scho­
larship; Dean's List 1,2,3; Student 
Council 3; Fraternity Intramural 
Chairman 3; Pre-Med Club 1,2; 
Soccer 2,3; Swimming 1; Tennis 
3,4. 
GEORGE FREDRIC 
SCHLADEN, JR. 
Beta Theta Pi 
Girard, Ohio; English; Kenyon 
General Scholarship; Class Presi­
dent 3; Student Council 2; Fra­
ternity Vice President 3, President 
3,4; Inter-Fraternity Council 3, 
President 4; Dramatic Club 4; 
Football 1,2,3, Co-Captain 4, All 
Conference Award (linebacker) 
4; Baseball 1,2,3,4. 
Boy, what a great date that was!' 
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_ 
NOT PICTURED: 
FRED L. SNIDER 
San Francisco, Calif.; History. 
STANLEY EDWARD SCHULTZE, JR. 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Louisville, Ky.; Economics; Student Council 
3; Social Committee 2; Fraternity Social Chair­
man 3; Chase Society 1,2. 
PAUL MACLEOD SCHWENZFEIER 
Sigma Pi 
Berea, Ohio; History; Arnold Air Society 1,2; 
Kenyon Christian Fellowship 1,2; Basketball 
1,2; Member of Self Study Committee 3,4. 
ROBERT HAYWOOD SCOTT, JR. 
Phi Kappa Sigma 
Prairie Village, Kansas; Reading for Honors 
in Political Science and Economics; Kenyon 
General Scholarship; Dean's List 1,2,3; Fra­
ternity Vice President 3, President 4; Inter-
Fraternity Council 4; Chase Society 1; Arnold 
Air Society 2,3,4; R.O.T.C. Corps Comman­
der 4. 
DAVID RICHARD SHEVITZ 
Beta Theta Pi 
Detroit, Mich.; Reading for Honors in Poli­
tical Science; Kenyon General Scholarship; 
Dean's List 1,2,3; Student Council 3,4; Foot­
ball 1,3, Most Valuable Player 4, All Con­
ference Award (End) 4; Track 1, Co-Captain 
2,3,4; Kenyon Klan 3,4; Lectureships Com­
mittee 2; Student Chairman of the Blood 
Drive 4. 
DAVID R. SHOLLENBARGER 
Delta Tau Delta 
Hamilton, Ohio; Biology; Bronson Pre-Medi-
cal Scholarship; Dean's List 1,3; Student Coun­
cil Judicial Board 2,3; Fraternity Exchequer 
4; Chase Society 1,2; Lacrosse 1,2,3; Kenyon 
Klan 4. 
JOHN R. SOMMER 
Louisville, Ky.; History; Dean's List 3; Soccer 
I, I rack 1,2; Student Council 3,4. 
RICHARD FREDERICK 
SPINNER 
Alpha Lambda Omega 
New Haven, Conn.; Psychology; 
Publications Board 3,4; Fraternity 
Secretary 3; WKCO 1,2, Station 
Manager 3,4; Chapel Choir 1. 
RICHARD FREDERICK 
STOREY 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich.; Eco­
nomics; WKCO 1. 
ERIC DECATUR 
STROMBERG 
Alpha Lambda Omega 
Worthington, Ohio; Biology; Ken­
yon General Scholarship; Dean's 
List 1,2,3; Student Council 2,3; 
Fraternity Historian 4. 
SAMUEL MAXWELL 
SUGDEN 
Roslyn, N. Y.; Political Science; 
Class President 4; Student Council 
Secretary 3, President 4; Arnold 
Air Society 3,4; International Re­
lations Club 1. 
LEO BERNARD SULTZMAN 
Phi Kappa Sigma 
Tampa, Fla.; Political Science; 
Fraternity Pledgemaster 3; Arnold 
Air Society 2,3,4; R.O.T.C. Drill 
Team 1, Commander 2,3. 
DAVID HALL STILES 
Archon 
Old Mystic, Conn.; English; Ken­
yon General Scholarship; WKCO 
1,2,4; Chase Society 1,2; Brass 
Choir Ensemble 2, Manager 3,4. 
THOMAS MARK TAYLOR 
Beta Theta Pi 
Titusville, Pa.; Reading for Honors 
in Economics; Dean's List 2,3; 
Chase Society 1; Football 2,3,4; 
Golf 1,2,3,4; Kenyon Klan 2,3,4. 
JOHN HOWARD TEARE 
Alpha Lambda Omega 
Decatur, 111.; English; Fraternity 
Social Chairman 3; Chase Society 
1,2; Soccer 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1,2; 
Hockey Club 2,3,4. 
RICHARD SALWAY 
TUTTLE, JR. 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Cincinnati, Ohio; Reading for Hon­
ors in Psychology; Tranferred from 
Claremont Calif. Men's College; 
Track 4; Flying Club 3. 
DAVID PETER VAN LOOY 
Delta Phi 
Dearborn, Mich.; Economics; Stu­
dent Council 3,4; Social Commit­
tee 3,4; Fraternity Athletic Chair­
man 3, Social Chairman 4; Chapel 
Choir 1; Kenyon Singers 1; Ken­
yon Christian Fellowship 1,2,3; 
Conservative Club 3,4; Young Re­
publicans 3,4; Circle K 4; Ski Club 
1,2,3,4; Flyers 2,3. 
RENE MACARTHUR 
WACHS 
Middle Kenyon Association 
Milford, Ohio; Psychology; MKA 
Secretary 3, Vice President 4. 
DONALD W. WADLAND 
Beta Theta Pi 
Detroit, Mich.; Biology; Class 
President 1; Fraternity President 2; 
Student Council 3, Judicial Board 
3; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4. 
NOT PICTURED: 
WILLIAM R. VAN NEST 
Mountainside, N. J.; Philosophy. 
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Open the doors, and lo the barbarian 
horde descends. 
THEODORE LAURANCE 
WALCH 
Delta Tau Delta 
Sedalia, Mo.; English; Dean's List 
1,3; Ashford Memorial Award for 
Excellence in Dramatics 3; Fra­
ternity Secretary 3, Vice President 
4; Hika 4; Dramatics Club 3, 
President 4; Director of Student 
Production Orpheus Descending 4. 
ROBERT BENJAMIN WARD 
Alpha Lambda Omega 
Drexel Hill, Pa.; Biology; Wiggin 
Pre-Medical Scholarship; Fraterni­
ty Athletic Representative 4; Pre-
Med Club 1,2,3,4. 
GEORGE TED WAUGH, JR. 
Middle Kenyon Association 
Fayetteville, N. Y.; Economics; M.K.A. Presi­
dent 3,4; WKCO 1; Dramatics Club 2,3,4; 
Chapel Choir 4; Soccer 1, Manager 3; Ski 
Club 3,4. 
CHARLES SINGER WILLIAMS 
Psi Upsilon 
Mount Vernon, Ohio; Reading for Honors in 
French; N.A.A.T.F. Award 1; French Prize 
1,4; Kenyon General Prize 3; Dean's List 1,2,3; 
Book Shop Prize 1; Publications Board 3,4; 
Collegian 2; Hika Editor 3,4; String Ensemble 
1,2; Kenyon Christian Fellowship 1,2,3; Great 
Lakes Anthology No. 1, Editor 4. 
NATHAN DANE WOODBERRY 
Alpha Lambda Omega 
Danvers, Mass.; Psychology; Dean's List 3; 
Fraternity Treasurer 2, Pledgemaster 2, Vice 
President 3,4; Arnold Air Society 3, Comman­
der 4; Rifle Team Trophy 1,2,3; Lacrosse 2. 
WILLIAM KENT WOODS 
Delta Phi 
Cincinnati, Ohio; Reading for Honors in His­
tory; Dean's List 3; Student Council 2; Colle­
gian 1,2; Chase Society 2. 
NOT PICTURED: 
STEPHEN C. WEINGRAD 
Beta Theta Pi 
Hillsdale, N. J.; Biology. 
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Henry D. Sheldon 
FRATERNITIES 
The real dangers from which the fraternities should guard 
themselves are the growth of a narrow clique spirit and extrava­
gance. There should be fought against at every step, although so 
far as they exist within the fraternity they are simply bubbles on 
the great stream of American life." 
"Don't look so incredulous, it happens all the time." 
ALPHA DELTA PHI 
"Guardian angels of the King's Room." 
The fourth floor, as usual, dominated the social, 
academic, and athletic life of the fraternity as members 
of the lower three floors watched in respectful admir­
ation and awe. Stanley sparked a Renaissance with his 
pickin' and blowin' music, which culminated in Nik's 
Bull's-eye party, the high point of the glittering Fall 
social season. Meanwhile, on off weekends, Funds and 
the Swede provided the Brothers with an off campus re­
treat in their plush penthouse. Notable among these oc­
casions was a certain Fishhouse punch party whose finale 
was a smashing success. 
While others respectfully watched, the Fourth Floor 
voted in kegs, and generally followed the traditions of 
the Good Old Days. Winter's restrictions found John pro­
viding the crew with exciting, thrilling and dangerous 
games, while they posed for Canadian Club and Hatha­
way ads. Sheriff Hersh killed all competition in his 
326 Tempest, while continuing the fine job that Mac 
did in leading the rabble of subservient brethren on the 
floors beneath. 
The warm springtime served as an incentive for the 
Fourth Floor Fun and Sun Club to study ( ?) on the patio. 
Scholars all, this outstanding group easily passed comps 
with a minimum of effort, while the lower three floors 
toiled from dawn to midnight. And as the last of the 
great party men leave for greener pastures and lives of 
leisure, the fraternity cannot help but be saddened by 
the loss, realizing that these were the last of the Old 
Breed, whose way of life is gone forever. 
"If this isn't a lot of b.s." 
"A 'You know what I'm 
talking about' through the 
bull's-eye!" 
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"You really think gout slowed me down?" 
. . . Red Ridinghood, Red Robin, Four Roses 
MEMBERS: Abramson, M.H.; Alford, L.D.; Banks, D.F.; Barret, 
A.R.; Bensinger, J.M.; Ceaser, M.A.; Campbell, D.M.; Chentow, 
G.L.; Claggett, M.A.; Clarke, G.M.; Collins, T.R.; Dyslin, M.R.; 
Ferguson, G.B.; Foley, C.J.; Foster, J.H.; Gaillard, T.B.; Golnik, 
D.A.; Gund, G.d.; Hebb, D.B.; Hemberg, G.T.; Hershey, S.L.; 
Jackson, A.W.; Judson, W.W.; Laughlin, J.L.; Lerchen, W.G.; 
Mabry, D.J.; Macdonald, R.W.; McGill, J.; Mitchell, K.L.; Pet-
tigrew, E.W.; Pool, H.S.; Ruff, G.J.; Schultze, S.E.; Schweppe, 
J.F.; Smith, R.G.; Soderstrom, R.S.; Stamer, J.K.; Starke, R.H.; 
Storey, R.F.; Tuttle, R.S.; Watkins, W.D.; Wissman, W.W.; 
Wortman, R.N. 
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"So, what if you did get five valentines?" 
In the converted Upstairs-Downstairs Trunk Room, 
Mad rush began anew. Nearly a score of Elfs ( Al-
ph's") were sucked into the ensuing reduction. The 
attempted relegation of the most holy god-Videon to 
the closet fell through. The smoke soon cleared and the 
Fox reared his head in dominance wooing many a tail. 
The loaded straight arrow was pinned and dunked 
while taking second in command. The chubby Mama 
Teddy Bear was taking notes while private first class 
guarded the toll gate with a bat. 
Stromdoc played house "doing what comes natural­
ly," as Lance bid a fond farewell. Our senior flyboy 
puffed to a chicken Kernel while the revamped Ply­
mouth remained Airbourne. Jeff caught cold feet in The 
Polo Barn and used Vick's Vap-o-Rub for relief. The 
Abstainer chipped away at Math, as his ex-rommie Doug 
out of the infirmary. The Humph's revelled in under­
mining the Panda's peace. The suave lean tree had a trau­
ma on three. 
The Camp's and The Russian Band Leader led the 
basic ovations to Videon. The Bloody Kid still wonders 
about the heterogeneous nature of society. Scuba Diving 
ran wild parties with phagocatized co-hort, Bedelly-But-
ton. Safari Rick prepared for The Crusades to the wild 
tune of Arty's beats. Off in the rum soaked isles, The 
Weasle chased a Virginian. Vic Tanny's life guard rob­
bed the cradle. The Babes were watched over by the 
Cherubim while Mr. Particular was concerned about 
the petty cash. 
MEMBERS: Adkins, J.R.; Bedell, C.A.; Bourne, A.M.; Bundgaard, 
R.M.; Campbell, S.W.; Campbell, W.E.; Case, J.O.; Chason, S.L.; 
Cortelli, J.M.; Crawley, P.F.; DeLorenzo, A.R.; Denoon, A.E.A.; 
Dickson, R.J.; Ersts, M.; Foote, D.W.; Giarraputo, J.J.; Gold, J.D.; 
Hill, J.G.; Holt, J.S.; Honbo, K.S.; Houser, M.H.; Humphreys, 
H.M.; Kronenberg, A.E.; Lodish, L.M.; Love, W.D.; Madorsky, 
M.L.; McSwiney, C.R.; Moffitt, J.Y.; Munger, F.W.; Moyer, R.P.; 
Passoth, R.E.; Pine, F.W.; Randies, R.F.; Ross, J.L.; Schwartz, V.B.; 
Stromberg, E.D.; Wang, K.; Ward, R.B.; Wees, J.D.; Wessel, H.B.; 
Woodberry, N.D. 
"Yes, her contact lens is in there!" 
Typical Tuesday night under the "New Regime." 
ALPHA LAMBDA OMEGA /. 
Where were the judges? 
"Was I really that stoned?" 
"Can't you do any better than that, Fox?" 
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Sleeping like a Iamb. 
MEMBERS: Boyd, J.; Coombs, W. V.; Drayer, R. 0.; Ewald, 
G. A.; Gallaher, C. M.; Gaunt, D. J.; Goldberg, S. L.; Gregg, 
K. W.; Hollenbeck, C. W.; Hurwitz, B. J.; Lamb, W. H.; Mayer, 
D. F.; McGavran, F. J.; McGraw, P. A.; McNamara, A.; Miller, 
J. L.; Mullett, P. W.; Pratt, R. G.; Ross, J. D.; Seidenman, S. J.; 
Shira, W. A.; Sims, J. A.; Southgate, J. C.; Stiles, D. H.; Tiffany, 
W. C.; Tucker, F.; Waterston, J. 
ARCHON 
Dear Freshman, 
In the past it has not been our custom to indiscrim­
inately approach every Tom, Dick, and Archibald with 
an invitation to join our very select and intimate fraternal 
organization, nor does this letter represent a change in 
policy. Indeed, you have been carefully screened and in­
vestigated; now, having passed our rigid preliminary ex­
amination, we would like to invite you to consider what 
Archon has to offer. 
You see, Archon is not merely another fraternity. We 
stand for man in his most noble and virtuous state, i.e., 
as supremely devoted to morality, scholarship, patriotism, 
reverence to God, and momism. As a man of good taste, 
you will no doubt enjoy our leisured conviviality and 
our robust spirit for life. As a man of great athletic 
prowess, you will find ready and skilled companions who 
will tax your abilities to their most enviable limits. 
(At the last Olympics, Archons alone accounted for two 
gold, one silver, one brass, and six bauxite medals.) 
And as a man of almost limitless intellectual potential, 
you will become a part of the nation's fourth most im­
pressive "brain trust" (the Kennedys, General Motors, 
and Kenyon maintenance department being 1st, 2nd, 
and 3rd.) In other words, you will stand as a man of 
highest prestige and honor, a man to be looked up to 
with awe and esteem by your peers. Therefore, we suggest 
that you consider and choose wisely. 
Most sincerely, 
The Archon Fraternity 
P.S. A limited number of openings are available for fat, 
uncoordinated, and obnoxious students who fill either of 
the following qualifications: (1) Have a predicted aver­
age of above a 3.0 point; (2) Have a car. 
"Drunk last night, 
drunk the night be­
fore . . ." 
The Savage Beta 
"Where's the light?" 
BETA THETA PI 
"And that Rembrandt over there was.,." 
And it came to pass that in the year 1962, Freddy 
relinquished the chair to Jake and the captaincy to B arry. 
The tugboat wildly wove into another captaincy, this 
one relinquished by Dawson. Hymie planned to let Pin-
head and Cal on the baseball team, and the latter bu sied 
himself with the Judicial Board. The three proctors help­
ed to make rush a success. 
Candy Mike, Carps, Fisch, Wads, Wines, and Sto ney 
led the off-campus charge, settling at Valley-View. The 
Hicks pledged Daniel Patrick. Rowe and Burnett fo llow­
ed Hubert's (is that for real?) path. Robbins graduated, 
and Heintz took his place. Others returned, including 
Lash and the Crabman. Hayseed and Arnie II also p opped 
up in South Leonard. Among other travelers were Mur-
bach, who entertained Western; Wally, whom Western 
entertained; Verderyberg, who headed for Wesleyan, 
and his roommate Twinestein, who headed north with 
D. K. Lob. 
Athletically it was the year of the Boxathon. French) 
took M.V.P., Schills took Rookie of the Year, and Jo nes 
succeeded Frenchy as captain. While Dum Dum went 
on the wagon, wrestling stopped Tubey, and Piggy ^ as 
4-F. In other sports, Pinhead ate 8)2 pies, Cree eagerl) 
awaited the first of May, Shevitz set a touchdown rec ep 
tion record, Percy Dovetonsils danced "West Side St ory 
into the hospital, and Bissell got pinned. 
Intellectually, Kuehlie and Our Favorite Gyrene 
became econ majors, Hylton sipped a little sherry, J-
Silverfox's average grew almost as big as his waist, an 
Taylor and Dr. Sutcliffe read Fu Manchu. Fraternal y, 
the kudos went to Scottie for restoring credit in Kn^x 
County, and room 133 lost to 27 as TROC, SIC TR 1 
S I T  . . .  .  
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^ 
Operator, get me Walter Reuther and charge 
it to this phone!" 
Practicing for the next boxathon. 
"Type a-way Terry Murbach!' 
MEMBERS: Adkins, J.W.; Almirall, R.E.; Berney, L.H.; Bissell 
T.P.; Bowman, L.L.; Boynton, G.R.; Burnett, B.E.; Carpentei 
W.B.; Carter, A.D.; Cree, J.C.; Dawson, D.B.; Dovitz, R.L.; Drake 
J.T.; Ellis, C.L.; Egan, J.J.; Evans, C.S.; Ficks, R.L.; Fischman 
S.S.; Graham, M.P.; Hamill, D.G.; Harris, N.; Heintz, J.H.; Hicks 
H.G.; Hudson, P.E.; Hunter, R.M.; Hylton, W.A.; Jenkins, J.C. 
Jentz, B.C.; Johnson, G.E.; Jones, R.H.; Kaplan, J.M.; Kellman 
J.D.; Kolczun, M.C.; Kuehl, F.W.; Kuehl, J.A.; Leonard, R.K. 
Lund, P.; Mauro, J.G.; Miller, R.A.; Murbach, W.T.; Paulet, A.M. 
Reid, D.P.; Robbins, P.; Rowe, T.K.; Rutter, J.A.; Sargent, D.A. 
Schiller, M.B.; Schladen, G.F.; Scott, J.C.; Shevitz, D R.; Shul 
lenberger, J.D.; Sperry, H.E.; Steniowski, M.V.; Taylor, T.M. 
Twine, B.D.; Verdery, C.S.; Wadland, D.W.; Wallis, S.A.; Wein 
grad, S.C.; Williams, J.E.; Zuydhoek, P.B. 
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DELTA KAPPA EPSILON 
1962-63 was a year of rejuvenation for Kenyon's 
oldest fraternity. It started by taking nineteen fun-lov­
ing, and all too often, rebellious pledges. But once they 
were in the fold, Fil's formal facade was dropped and 
life immediately took on that all important fifth dimen­
sion—the one that frequently leads to a whirling confu­
sion of the other four—and activity in the over-distilled 
and under-maintenanced (attention: S.L.) Wing began. 
'{he nineteen naive neophytes were subjected to the 
wrath of the Innocuous Spermatozoa ( known to his in-
es as "Tricky Dicky") West Wing challenged all 
comers and again emerged victorious from the excru-
g trials of the Wales Tails Championship—only to 
a team member cap off the conquest by clinching 
ond "Most Casual Lunch of the Year" Award. 
Two-thirds of the junior class read for honors; and— 
much to the surprise of all concerned—Lambda chapter 
wen the DKE Scholarship Cup. 
Any innocent visitor wishing to see a real live DKE 
(Lambda Alcoholis species) in its native habitat had 
to be advised, ever so cautiously, to follow his ears 
and his eyes, i.e. the sound of the tinkling glass, rhythm­
ic cymbal, siren strains of the Golden Voice and the 
ever-flowing trickle of the amber fluid. 
Party-wise, grade-wise, pledge-wise (in order of 
their importance) and other-wise-wise, the Fraternity 
emerged from the Age of the Fire God to bask nervously 
in its new found respectability. 
Most Active Member 
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Who do you think you're kidding, Capron? 
MEMBERS. Backus, G.R.; Bales, R.T.; Bergh, B.M.; Blocher, 
B.K.; Branagan, J.J.; Brooks, W.F.; Brown, S.K.; Bull, M.D.; 
Capron, J.M.; Colley, D.P.; Coppins, C.J.; Coughlan, J.R.; 
Dobson, R.T.; Egger, G.T.; Fertch, W.H.; Frost, C.F.; Gordon, 
H.C.; Harter, P.J.; Heinlen, W.F.; Hessinger, D.A.; Hoffman, 
N.K.; Korfmann, K.C.; Land, D.P.; Lentz, P.C.; Lucas, J.D.; 
Maggs, R.R.; Pahk, M.J.; Pendexter, J.F.; Pierce, D.B.; Pilch, 
H.W.; Pittman, P.M.; Price, H.E.; Proctor, E.W.; Readinger, 
P.H.; Reese, R.W.; Reiss, W.R.; Ridgway, A.W.; Schwartz, R.M.; 
Sprague, T.C.; Todd, G.L.; Watt, J.D.; Webster, W.H.; Zouck, 
J.H. 
"Who? Me? Smile?' 
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. . Strummin' on the old banjo. 
A Sight for book-sore eyes! 
MEMBERS: Abbott, D.C.; Brown, D.D.; Buckley, J.J.; Bulmash, 
M.D.; Callaghan, G.M.; Camp, N.S.; Cleveland, R.W.; Conafay, 
S.R.; Conway, R.D.; Cook, R.L.; Cooke, S.A.; Deardorff, L.C.; 
DeWitt, R.W.; Diehl, W.T.; Doepke, A.R.; Edahl, E.J.; Fleming, 
T.C.; Healy, H.E.; Huff, G.A.; Hughes, T.J.; Kleiner, E.S.; Kra us, 
E.; Learned, S.E.; McBurney, J.C.; McKinzie, D.; McKnew, D.C.; 
Morrison, J.W.; Peace, C.F.; Pharis, D.B.; Piepho, E.L.; Pierce, 
T.E.; Rice, W.P.; Roop, A.B.; Scherer, J.L.; Sheridan, P.S.; Tay­
lor, T.L.; Toney, T.E.; Turnbull, E.R.; Van Looy, D.P.; Vock-
rodt, R.M.; Wilson, C.F.; Woods, W.K.; Workman, R.G.; Zinn, 
S.B. 
A familiar Middle Hanna sight. Our favorite pledge. "Do you use prell?" 
II JP '*1 
. Jff « * II i 
1fj 1 ftp 
1/ Pf 
ft 
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1962 saw the grand metamorphosis of Middle Han­
na. Much to our embarrassment, we managed to cart off 
the national scholarship cup, (legitimately, this time). 
We decided, for once, to look at rush objectively and 
wound up with twenty-five objects. Taylor, Learned, and 
Deardorff set up extension courses for Eries at Kenyon, 
and Abbott began roaming the halls on Saturday nights 
grumbling something about equal rights. Weber dropped 
in. 
Camp collected women like trading cards, but Flem­
ing settled down for good and began commuting from 
Pittsburg. Woods kept loose. Fall Dance came and went 
and, along with it, the social budget. Healy bought a car 
and found that, unlike the little engine that could, this 
one couldn't. Brown played crinkle-fenders, while Hugh­
es played tinkertoys. Weber dropped in. 
Herbie got sick of men's rooms and took off for 
civilization, Canadian style. Workman discovered dat-
^ ing, and Pharis threw decorum to the winds and bird-
dogged. Edhal, however, still preferred his midnight 
trips to the Alumni House. Vockrodt entered into cul­
tural pursuits via the tube, while Kraus led the demoli­
tion squad on the lounge. Weber dropped in. 
Van Looy politicked for the Student Council, and 
McKinzie became the darling of Delta Phi. Pierce ac­
quired a jeep that disappeared and reappeared with a -
mazing inconsistency. Doepke fell under the lilting 
charm of blue grass, and studying, henceforth, became 
an impossibility. Frog took up animal imitations, but 
Callaghan didn't think it was a very cool breeze. And, 
of course, Weber dropped in, (permanently). 
DELTA PHI 
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Having captured all existing campus honors, Delta 
Tau Delta has found it necessary to inaugurate a new 
series in intramural distinctions for which it has so 
many deserving candidates. 
HONOR ROLL: THE MARK TWAIN FROG 
JUMPING AWARD to Dave Shollenbarger for the loud­
est croak. THE PATIENCE OF JOB AWARD to Eric 
Cromelin for trying all year . . . and he is still very 
trying. THE WASSERMAN AWARD to Tom Collins 
for research in the contraceptive value of St. Josephs 
aspirin. THE BROTHERLY LOVE AWARD to Jon 
Hobrock and Cliff Hilton for sharing the great load of 
Lake Erie relations. THE BONAPARTE AWARD 
WITH OAK LEAF CLUSTERS to General Newhall for 
the winter waiters war. THE CHRISTINE JORGAN-
SEN AWARD to Bob Iredell for outstanding versatility 
on the sophomore intramural squad. THE JAMES BOND 
AWARD to Bill Gill for finding the solution in the 
sticky closet case. THE JONATHAN SWIFT AWARD 
to Dave Evans for subtlety of yuletide satire. THE DOB-
BIE GILLIS AWARD to Mike Wood for first place in 
the National Junior Hugging Competition. THE LAMP­
REY AWARD to Mike Reed for obvious reasons. THE 
CAPTAIN AHAB AWARD to Dave Newcomb for ship­
ping out on the Pequod. THE NATIONAL ENGIN­
EERING AWARD to Mike Philips for his personalized 
wedge demonstration. THE YEATS MEMORIAL 
AWARD to John Colwell for placing first in the Lake 
Erie eliminations. THE HOLLY-GO-LIGHTLY CONSO­
LATION PRIZE to George McElroy for taking pipe. 
SPECIAL UNIT CITATIONS to the sophomore class for 
securing the Reeves Room beachhead and to the freshman 
class for rush camouflage. La Dolce Vita. 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
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"In meadows sweet with asphodel 
MEMBERS: Brown, L.R.; Burke, A.R.; Carlson, P.S.; Collins, 
T.F.; Colwell, J.D.; Cromelin, J.M.; Cuff, J.V.; Elster, K.R.; 
Evans, D.L.; Farney, B.R.; Gill, W.A.; Harrison, M.C.; Harrison, 
M.D.; Hilton, C.H.; Hobrock, J.R.; Iredell, R.; Isaacs, T.F.; 
Kerr, J.S.; Klug, K.R.; Kovac, M.D.; Kuppenheimer, L.B.; Leahy, 
M.M.; Little, G.E.; Logan, P.J.; Matrone, L. H.; McElroy, G.S.; 
Mieure, J.P.; Moran, T.T.; Newcomer, N.S.; Newhall, D.G.; 
Owen, T.L.; Pettibone, A.S.; Phillips, M.C.; Poetker, R.A.; 
Ray, R.L.; Reed, M.E.; Ridgway, W.H.; Sant, T.R.; Schmid, 
D.A.; Shollenbarger, D.R.; Stevens, D.H.; Stutz, R.M.; Sweeney, 
W.E.; Telling, E. R.; Terry, M.H.; Thomas, D.C.; Walch, T.L.; 
Way, J.W.; Wentworth, J.R.; White, P.A.; Wood, M.D.; Visser, 
N.W.; Young, J.S. 
All those chicks, and you're looking at the camera. 
"Lift weights, . . .' 
According to Freud, frustrations 
arise when . . . 
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No one died this year at the Phi Kaps but every­
thing else happened, and two of the brothers were ready 
to provide a tombstone just in case. We got our "in­
nocent abroad" back from Germany and lost F. O., who 
finally got tired of cutting classes—but other than that 
nothing changed. Dave Bowman was at Homecoming 
and "Townie" was at rush. In an all new rush program 
we added a unique fire drill, but also lost an entire bag 
of ice which Mr. Cass was nice enough to return, 
unopened. Our pledges were so impressed by this that 
they gave pledgemaster Lara a free trip and presented 
the chapter with a pair of autographed toilet seats. 
It was also a year of improvement. A new lounge 
was added on the first floor with Walks and Peters 
hosting. Also, Lindy added art, in the form of murals, 
to the division featuring the Phi Clops; but the unaesthe-
tic maintenance department suggested that they be re­
moved. "T" and the rest of the " 'Skull' swimming team" 
helped Kenyon to another winning year. Crabby re­
tained national recognition for his pit work and is in 
demand by Seebring and the Right Guard people. The 
Rock set all kinds of records but can't remember what 
they were. 
At year's end the Phi Kaps left unchanged except 
for the seniors we lost. Scotty left with his corrvettes, 
Sultz took his saber, and Browns still had his beard. All's 
well that ends well? Don't hold your breath. 
'The Thinker,' twentieth century version. 
PHI KAPPA SIGMA 
MEMBERS: Allen, S.T.; Atkinson, J.W.; Barksdale, A.D.; Bowers, 
T.K.; Brogan, F.W.; Brown, G.P.; Brown, J.N.; Cave, W.T.; Clarke, 
T.D.; Cole, J.P.; Cross, W.C.; Dvorak, F.T.; Gaspar, L.S.; Gullion, D.S.; 
Hartsel, N.C.; Hayes, L.M.; Kelly, D.P.; Kooistra, F.L.; LaBaugh, T.D.; 
Lara, E.T.; Lindemann, W.G.; Linger, J.A.; Lowey, J.R.; Mapes, D.G.; 
McKnight, W.B.; McVoy, J.H.; Miller, J.A.; Nolan, R.T.; Peters, R.I.; 
Reynolds, G.E.; Schmucker, D.L.; Scott, R.H.; Spaulding, R.; Steyaart, 
J.L.; Sultzman, L.B.; Tritsch, J.; Ulrich, J.C.; Ulrich, W.R.; Walker, 
W.C.; Zakov, Z.N. 
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Hunt and peck. 
MEMBERS: Coblin, W.S.; Craig, G.H.; Goldsmith, R.F.; Grella, 
M.L.; Henninger, W.J.; Hesse, S.B.; Jordan, R.E.; Lee, A.R.; 
Lone, M.S.; Mankowitz, C.S.; Norwood, S.E.; Ramsay, J.B.; 
Saltus, L.; Schulz, L.D.; Valchuk, A.A.; Williams, C.S. 
Under apparently benign influences and the tutelage 
of two friendly Genii, their wise Owl and worrying 
President, the stalwarts of Psi U returned for a second 
year in a renovated, hardly lived-in division. Membership 
was small, but hearts were strong, and dreams were all 
of glory. 
Faces from the past were back, one being that of a 
former motorcyclist turned literate, whose travelogue 
bored all. And back, too, for another try, was lightfooted 
Vernon, he the twostep dancer from another era, long 
gone. 
All the while crafty Schulz lay in hiding, waiting for 
the coup d' etat that he knew must come, and cattle 
grazed on the peaceful hills around, and in the deep pile 
of the fields of Campbell Meeker. One fledgling found 
refuge from the opprobrium of his class, and members 
opened their hearts to him. Even as magnanimity seemed 
to hold sway, however, Red Rams had presentiments of 
doom and saw signs of disorder, omens of doom. 
And indeed there were reasons for such dark forebod­
ings. The young Muslim, blood of sheikhs and shahs 
flowing in his veins, succumbed to corrupt influences and 
contracted one of the few cases of scurvy in the Western 
Hemisphere. Mid-year, Bolingbroke was exiled with 
inappropriate expressions of goodwill and hope from 
Gaunt. The wolves of the universe seemed to be ready 
to spring, and a rebellion of bovines appeared imminent. 
But amid such portents of cataclysm, there was no time 
for trepidation, and then we pursued a policy of watch­
ful waiting, trusting only in right order, while remain­
ing incorrigibly optimistic. 
PSI UPSILON 
World-weariness. 
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SIGMA PI 
The buddy-system. 
"I knew I should never have tak­
en Greek Lit." 
MEMBERS: Adair, J.A.; Annable, J.E.; Barker, C.H.; Black 
T.F.; Boal, D.W.; Bond, T.C.; Burch, D.L.; Camper, J.J.; Carnes 
J.B.; Carr, T.E.; Crump, D.L.; Curtis, T.H.; Hackworth, J.D. 
Hamilton, W.S.; Hawk, K.L.; Jarrett, J.W.; Kass, R.M.; Kearney 
D.G.; King, B.P.; Kirk, J.R.; Kooistra, J.E.; Langston, D.L. 
Leventon, L.F.; Levitt, R.F.; Long, D.D.; MacFarland, R.M. 
Mankowitz, B.J.; McKee, D.E.; Moffat, E.H.; Price, T.H.; Radley 
C.P.; Reich, A.J.; Reinicker, J.D.; Rogge, C.F.; Rohrer, J.C. 
Royalty, D.M.; Salva, M.D.; Schaebethal, K.P.; Scheidenhelm 
R.J.; Schmidt, R.H.; Schrim, J.D.; Schwenzfeier, P.M.; Spring 
S.R.; Vogeler, A.R.; Wasserman, R.E. 
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"But I can't find the string!" 
Sigma Pi returned to Gambier at full strength, ready 
for action. In a bid to place a third leg on the Stiles 
Trophy, the fraternity jocks took second place in intra­
mural football and won the volleyball championship as 
usual. Ten pledges were secured. 
Black and Camper sacrificed studies to edit the Col­
legian. Curtis put out the next addition. Burch built beau­
tiful bodies. Kooistra was never A.W.O. Lynn. Bondo 
showed himself a scholar. Mac and Dyer became proficient 
at tiddley winks. Serious Moffat and loquacious Vogeler 
played darts and sold pop. Schrim and Hawk lived in 
foreign territory. 
King drew cute pictures on his envelopes. Kearney 
got stood up. Hackworth ranted and raved. Wasserman 
played hermit. Reich decided three years would be 
enough. Kass was a walking ad for Gentry. Levitt traded 
his '55 for a '56. Long improved a decaying Shelbyville 
image. Langston serenaded in the stairwell. 
The Kid hobnobbed with the townie hoi-polloi and 
Green Mist Sheids took a shower. Schaebethal took col­
lege seriously and got engaged. Annable-and-Carnes. 
Rogge was an angry young man. Hamilton hiked to 
Heidelberg. The Panther padded and panted while Sal-
void burned incense. 
Mankowitz made friends with the icebox kids. Price 
became gregarious and deserted his single for the lounge. 
Royalty relived the Civil War and Radley bought a beard. 
Schwentz played minister — "repent or else." 
Higher Mathematics? 
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MIDDLE KENYON 
ASSOCIATION 
Drunken, Mad, Holy Men and High; I sing of the 
saga of Middle Kenyon. Fall descended in a series of 
rushing "farces"—"parties!?" Nay, polite teas. Till Hon­
ey-bear Chenen came up with the golden dream of a 
homecoming party, elaborate plans arose, including com-
boes captained by Drummer Gouin, while Roge record­
ed what was doing. 
Dictator G. T. Waugh dealt to us, with an iron 
hand, legislation which threatened to make M.K.A. an 
organization. It did! Meanwhile, Beckism attempted to 
rejuvenate the school with sorcery on the Council stool. 
Fester Fosdick constructed a bar with the aid of bellring-
er Ackermann, and now, we must reach high for those 
drinks in the sky. Alas! No longer drinking ourselves 
under the ancient bar table. 
Then, too, all our members engaged in the orgiastic 
ritual of the almighty Twist. And the Hill was there, 
creating a liquor bill, Beta, Theta, Gama, Seminarian, 
and Dean, all there, all. 
The cult of the silver tube dwelt among us again; 
Dorrance, Mayer, Chenen, Barker, and Gouin; that vocif­
erous minority which became an impassioned majority 
when the great god nearly went. 
Now we eleven seniors, we, too, like the maids, can 
go; depart, Alas!, the hallowed chambers, the echoing 
halls. No longer the impossible rock and roll. No longer 
the screamed word. Now we follow the peace and sere­
nity of the knightly way or the graduate school. Alas! 
Alack! Thank God! 
MEMBERS: Ackermann, J.M.; Arnold, J.M.; Barker, C.J.; Beck, 
A.W.; Biddle, J.W.; Blidner, B.B.; Blois, B.D.; Bob, B.A.; Chenen, R.; 
Dorrance, J.G.; Drabick, R.D.; Foster, R.C.; Glogower, M.H.; Gouin, 
R.P.; Houghton, F.L.; Howe, T.L.; Kaltenbach, G.E.; Mayer, N.M.; 
Meisel, K.L.; Moore, J.I.; Reid, R.J.; Rothrock, M.B., Jr.; Tullman, 
J.S.; Underwood, M.P.; Wachs, R.M.; Wachs, T.; Waugh, G.T.; 
Yamaguchi, R.M.; Zerbi, V.M., Jr. 
The third floor was a trifle noisy. 
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The other forms of self-discipline are held together and given direction by 
the discipline of purpose: A man must have a reason to be free; indeed, he must 
have a variety of reasons. Knowledge for what? Effort for what? The free man 
has asked and answered these searching questions by constructing a foundation 
of values and goals that supports his quest for self-realization . . . The importance 
of purpose is never so apparent as when we observe men who lack it. We all 
know men, especially young men, who have a measure of faith in freedom, a 
respect for knowledge, and a capacity for effort, and yet who are so purposeless 
as to exist almost like mindless, amoral vegetables. They are unfree as only 
thoroughly frustrated men can be, and they will be set free only when purpose 
takes hold of their lives." 
Clinton Rossiter 
ACTIVITIES 
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STUDENT COUNCIL 
. . but Kenyon is apathetically conservative." 
Student Council this year attempted to fill the 
void caused by the collapse of the Student Assembly in 
March, 1962. Towards this end, and in conjunction with 
the Self-Study Program, a new constitution was drafted 
providing for much closer ties between faculty, admin­
istration, and students in an all-encompassing Campus 
Government. Among other things, Council worked to 
improve the social conditions at Kenyon by extending 
women's hours, rescued "the burning baby" so that the 
ice hockey team could play, and seriously considered 
Kenyon's joining N.S.A. Led by Tom Finger till Jan­
uary, and Sam Sugden for the remainder of the session, 
Council contended too with the petty problems of plow­
ed paths and absent members. Mr. Goldman rode tight 
herd on Council-administered money, including organi­
zations and dances, and through the Council's social com­
mittee, paid the bill for two Week-Ends and Josh White. 
But if one were to find an overriding theme in its work, 
it would be the task of raising the stature of Student 
Government at Kenyon. Changes seemed slow, and the 
Council's success will be determined only by the effecti ve­
ness of future student governments. 
Seated: Harter (Secretary), Sugden (President), Goldman mer, Price, McGavran, Wallis, Sant, Scott, Kooistra, Sparrow, 
( I reasurer); Standing: Barret, Pine, Lentz, Beck, Cook, Som- Gaillard, Van Looy. 
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Seated: Lentz (President), Kellman (Secretary). Standing: 
Saltus, Ulrich, Camper, McNamara, Brown, Scott, DeLorenzo, 
Hershey. 
IFC 
Taking over following the heroically vague efforts 
of Fred Schladen to find a role for the IFC on a campus 
of 500 men, and faced with the emasculating vision of 
next year's totally new campus government following 
self-study's suggestions, second-semester President Perry 
Lentz set about his much-benighted "gentlemen's agree­
ment." This effort at establishing a level of corporate 
responsibility within the fraternity system may or may 
not prove "sterile"; in any case, as Dr. Johnson said of 
another subject, "Sir, it is like a dog's walking on his 
hinder legs. It is not done well; but you are suprised to 
find it done at all." Capable Secretary Joel Kellman 
played Sancho Panza to Lentz's "Knight of the Woful 
Countenance". 
"Would you all kindly hit the ashtray this time!" 
"And these old buzzards, 
uh . . 
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REVEILLE 
Faced by the same problems that beset any yearbo ok 
editor, our strong-minded Humph tackled his first: get­
ting somebody interested. There were, of course, sev­
eral gentlemen willing to lend a brotherly hand; and 
they did. Pine managed to find the money for a new 
Graphic, and for the first time in a long while, there 
was hope of decent pictures for Reveille; Steve Brown and 
a reputable publisher made our business end complete. 
Produced by the Junior Class (with a sophomore 
and a few freshmen too) it boasts many advances: Larger 
pages and cleaner type make the book easier to look at. 
And featuring a broader picture of Kenyon, some of it 
in color, the 1963 Reveille is indeed worth the looking. 
In all, a marked improvement, mirroring the campus and 
the year; a tribute to early planning and late hours, 
to mediocrity left behind and to the right approach. 
"You'd be shocked at what goes on in these dorms after hours." 
Sterne, Cortelli, Foote, DeLorenzo, Schofield, Humphreys 
(Fditor), Gregg, Ulrich, Long (picture-crashing status-seeker!). 
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Golsmith, Crump, Novinson, Mankowitz, Camper (Editor), 
Farrar, Black (Editor), Vogeler (Feature Editor), Long (Asso­
ciate Editor), Scheidenhelm (Sports Editor), Nelson (Business 
Manager), Langston. 
"Let's really rub it in this time!' 
COLLEGIAN 
Under the able leadership of editor Fred Kluge, the 
Collegian entered its second year as a revivified journ­
al, tactfully trodding on touchy toes throughout the 
college community. 
Undaunted by random disorganized cries of "sen­
sationalism" and "yellow journalism," the paper moved 
forward with renewed vigor, seeking reforms in varie­
gated fields. 
The Collegian hierarchy continued to labor under 
the assumption that truth, readability, and opinion are 
not incompatible, and was gratified that its opinions 
were being taken very seriously by some of the more 
astute members of the faculty, administration, and stu­
dent body. 
Late in January, Kluge, old and tired from a se­
mester of slaughtering sacred cattle, turned over his 
pride and joy to new editors John Camper and Tom 
Black, who vowed to continue the crusade against what 
they consider apathy, anarchy, and abuse. 
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WKCO 
Hammering, sawing, soldering, selling, spending; 
typing, overhauling, splicing, spending; tuning, pro­
gramming, training, spending, and WKCO went on the 
air. In six weeks. Programming included Highlight of 
the Week (documentary), The French Hour (in French), 
Voice of the Faculty, As We See It, Good Morning, The 
Madcap Marathon (a childish publicity stunt), and the 
basketball games (almost all of them). In this year of 
its 15th anniversary, WKCO quietly notes brand new 
studio facilities and transmitting equipment, better pro­
gramming, and 2,450 hours* on the air. 
HIKA 
One wonders how they can reconcile the sopor of 
their behavior to their secret megalomaniacal fantasies, 
the inconsequence of their existences to their Olympian 
dreams. One wonders, but only for a moment—no lon­
ger, say, than it takes to write a short article for a col­
lege yearbook. 
In quiet irony, Hika again this year tried to create 
creations in the fetid intellectual morass that is the stu­
dent body here. It tried, and succeeded. How wondrous 
are miracles! 
Kneeling: Goldsmith, Rothrock, Wessel, Seidenman, Stiles, 
Baltzell; Standing: Farrar, Cocks, McCampbell, Antebi, Scho-
field, Spinner (Station Manager), Waterston (Assistant Station 
Manager), Gallaher, Boyd, Dibble, Powers, Lee. 
Van Nest, Willett (Editor). 
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Clarke, Kleiner, Steyaart, Jessup, At­
kinson, Blois, Tucker, Peace, Smellie, 
Coblin, Baltzell, Mr. Bancroft, Key-
ser, Zinn, Lamb, Ewald, Carter, 
Burch, Clarke, Schmidt, Reynolds, 
Bergh, Randies, Bowers, Fein, Dib­
ble, Rohrer, Jarrett, Dr. Lendrim. 
CHAPEL CHOIR KENYON SINGERS 
With the addition of many new voices and a mem­
bership more than twice that of last year, the Chapel 
Choir, under the direction of Dr. Lendrim, had a very 
successful year. Besides singing for worship each Sun­
day morning in the chapel, the choir assisted in the 
formal college ceremonies and participated in three 
programs during the year. At Trinity Episcopal Church 
in Newark it presented an evensong. The choir also 
sang in the annual Advent and Lenten concerts. 
For the Kenyon Singers, 1962-63 was an outstand-
ing period of growth in membership, more and better 
performances, and broadened repertoire. Directed by 
Professor Frank Lendrim, the Singers joined the Western 
College Choir for concerts in Oxford, Columbus, and 
Gambier. The Singers also performed several times in 
the Mount Vernon-Gambier vicinity. And as a climax 
to its season, the group appeared on Denison Univer­
sity's regular concert series. 
The Singers' concert taken at Mount Vernon Rotary Club luncheon. 
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DRAMATICS 
The theater has always played an integral role in 
intellectual and social life on the Hill. Taking its cue 
from the primary interest of the undergraduates, the 
Dramatics Club presented three entirely different views 
of love: from the tragic of Orpheus Descending to the 
humorous of Much Ado About Nothing and the farcical 
Theives' Carnival. 
The presentation of a broad spectrum of finely pro­
duced and acted dramatic fare and the fostering of the 
interest of the entire campus has always been the goal 
of the Drama Club; general participation was achieved 
through the revival of the Inter-Divisional One-Act Play 
Contest. 
Rehearsal for Theives' Carnival. 
The Dramatic Club. Kneeling: Walch, Gouin, McElroy, Hatten-
dorf. Standing: Worsnopp, Scarlet, Gueulette, Goldenberg, 
Waugh, Gordon, Hilton, Foster, Munger. 
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•H 
Learning lines between sets. 
Staging of Much Ado About Nothing. 
Glimpses from the Inter-Divisional One-
Act Play Contest. 
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HOCKEY CLUB 
Kenyon's Hockey Club is an active member of the 
Ohio Intercollegiate Hockey Association. The Club, 
which is self-sustaining, participates in a full schedule of 
games against six other Ohio colleges, including Ohio 
State and Ohio University. Practices are held throughout 
the winter months (weather permitting) at the Club's 
natural ice rink which was built in 1961-62 and is 
located within the old polo barn east of Gambier. Games, 
however, are played in Athens, Columbus, and Cleveland. 
Despite delays in relicensing and problems with 
the Maintenance Department, the Kenyon Flyers man­
aged to get off the ground. Like always in the past, the 
members wasted no time in making profitable use of 
their Aeronca 7AC. Not only did they pursue their main 
purpose (learning to fly) but also, for those members 
who found Gambier life a trifle unnerving, the club's 
plane provided a convenient and rapid means of escape. 
First row: Barret, Hawk, Foster, Coughlan, Goldman, Went-
worth; Second row: Frost, Gund, Reese, Lindemann, Teare. 
FLYING CLUB 
Jessup, Aeronca, Rothrock. 
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Student Peace Union: Houser, Sachs, Ordman, Powers, Phelps, 
Lee. 
POLITICAL GROUPS 
Kenyon's political clubs continued their tradition 
of mightily leading the college community in po­
litical polly, ever influencing and vanguarding stu­
dent enthusiasm and concern. 
The Young Democrats tried to present Ken­
nedy's program to a predominantly Republican 
school: they sought to show that by spending more 
now, economic euphoria would ensue. Young Re­
publicans enrolled members in the political activi­
ties of the G.O.P., which most people admitted 
were not many. A newsletter was planned. 
The Kenyon Conservative Club, a brand of 
Young Americans for Freedom, maintained their 
stand against encroaching government; their be­
liefs were fulfilled in their dormancy. The Student 
Peace Union strolled with signs and penned peti­
tions; Frank Wilkinson (HUAC didn't like him) 
was slipped into the lecture schedule. And in 1962-
63, YPSL ceased meeting even in telephone booths. 
But that was to be expected. 
Said KYD's Grella: "Since Gambier is the back­
water of the world, it is not extraordinary that the 
political views of its inhabitants are marked by a 
noticeable tendency towards stagnation." 
Young Democrats: Ross, Ramsay, Grella, McCampbell, Powers. Young Republicans: Schmidt, Moffat, Gouin, Humphreys, 
Houghton, Kirk. 
PHI BETA KAPPA 
Phi Beta Kappa is an honorary organization whose 
membership costs $16.50. Requirements for admission 
include a demonstration of multilingual comprehension 
of all manifestations of Western culture after 1184 B.C. 
and promise of socio-creative achievements in the main 
traditions of that culture. Good grades help, too. 
The society's sphere of influence is capacious, re­
siding largely in the power of its constitutents. Mem­
bership into the select circle was once gained by acclaim 
from Middle Path, but several rigged elections led to 
the locked conference door, from which no member may 
emerge until new ones are chosen. After the initiation, 
which is a closely guarded mystery, the new members 
celebrate over sherry and a few judicious months later 
aid in the selection of its next candidates. 
KENYON KLAN 
Kenyon's Klan is an organization of athletic letter-
men in good academic standing who are elected to mem­
bership. With a solidarity found lacking in most cam­
pus organizations, its members act in many fields. Besides 
their well-known vending machines, letter sweaters, and 
blankets, genuine service marks their contribution to col­
lege life: the Klan promotes intramural and intercol­
legiate athletics as well as social affairs. 
Gerlach, Chotiner. 
Lying: Schladen, Hobrock. Kneeling: Lentz, Dvorak, Shevitz, 
Wood, McElroy, Way, Cree, Ellis (President), Colwell, Hicks, 
LaBaugh. Standing: Verdery, MacFarland, Taylor, Jentz, 
Pierce, Korfmann, Cleveland, Claggett, Hayes, Kuppenheimer, 
Evans, Kearney, Phillips, Livingston, Kolczun, Kerr, Collins, 
Schmid, McKee, Kellman, Williams, Bissell, Twine, Hunter, 
Dcvitz. 
Seated: Lerchen, Mitchell (President), Lone, Kaltenbach, Peters; 
Standing: Webster, Healy, Zuydhoek, Backus, Sant, Williams, 
CHASE SOCIETY 
Perpetuating the enthusiasm ("this will do!") of the 
man from whom it gets its name, the Chase Society pro­
motes good relations between the "intellectual oasis of the 
Mid-West" and Mount Vernon by continually doing good 
deeds. It also finds time to play Santa for the children of 
the Knox County Orphanage, aids the Admissions De­
partment in snowing pre-fershmen on Kenyon Day, and 
during Orientation Week helps introduce new freshmen 
to life at K.U. The much-used Student Handbook is 
compiled by the Chase members and, with the help 
of the Dean of Students' office, is published in its al­
ways excellent form. 
Goldsmith, McSwiney, Lindemann, Wachs, Long, Taylor. 
DEBATE CLUB 
The Kenyon Debate Club is variously looked upon 
as an organization which provides an opportunity to: 
cut classes with a semi-respectable reason, visit other 
colleges, practice the fine art of argumentation, demand 
too much money of the student body, spread Kenyon's 
name, waste time in dingy hotel rooms. You may be 
interested in matching the above opinion with the 
various school factions. 
The Club actually stands for only the good things 
mentioned above, and it should be joined only by those 
who have an interest in improving their minds—besides 
there s that New York trip every year. 
Seated: Seltzer (President), 
Powers (Secretary-Treasur­
er); Back Row: Volkuwitz, 
Spitzer, Price, Hewitt, Moy-
er, Dickson, Campbell. 
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Seated: Mr. Tozzer, Mr. Frary, Unidenti­
fied. First Row: Lodish, Zerbi, Camp­
bell, Brown, Tucker, Smith. Second 
Row: Zinn, DeWitt, Foote, Van Looy, 
Irwin, Huff, Gledhill, McSwiney, Peace, 
Powers. 
CIRCLE K 
Circle K International was founded at Kenyon un­
der the sponsorship of the Mount Vernon Kiwanis Club 
in 1963. The sponsoring club, under the leadership of 
President Robert Frary, greatly assisted Circle K. Vol­
untary manpower was provided for tours through the 
new Library, prefreshman tours, and Alumni Weekend 
guides. An outstanding example of the type of service the 
Circle K performs was the enthusiastic assistance given 
to a certain female representative of the Peace Corps. 
Circle K has performed a vital role on the campus 
this year. With vigorous leadership, keen interest among 
its members, and counsel from the sponsoring Kiwanis 
Club, the organization intends to become an important 
and permanent part of Kenyon. 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
Believing that Christianity can be considered a gen­
uine alternative to man only if its relevance to secular 
aspects of life can be demonstrated, the Kenyon Christian 
Fellowship two years ago discarded the practice of hold­
ing small, amiable gatherings of the Christian "elect" 
and instituted the practice of presenting lectures which 
satisfy the demands of both secular and intellectual in­
terest. 
The third in a series of discussions held under the auspices of the Kenyon Christian Fellowship concern 
ing Christianity and Political Responsibility." 
Yamaguchi, Mitchell Friedlaender, Barrett, Kass, Goldberg, 
Fernbach, Gary Friedlaender. 
PRE-MEDICAL CLUB 
Once again the Pre-Medical Club performed its task 
of acquainting interested students with facts about medi­
cal school. Speakers from both the University of Chi-
cago, and the University of Cincinnati lectured and an­
swered questions pertaining to their respective schools. 
It is hoped that in the future more such informative lec­
tures might be scheduled. 
Newsletters were forthcoming, and the new leader-
ship planned for the incorporation of new functions for 
the club. The only stumbling block to expanded action 
was the dearth of members. 
FRENCH TABLE 
Passeh moa levh gravy seel vouplay. Something like 
that was the most common sentence heard at the French 
Table. With apologies to linguistic perfectionists, din­
ner was conducted in French weekly (or almost so). Mr. 
Antebi and some domestics interested in the language 
tried to invite as many members of the community as 
possible who spoke French: The Department and the 
recently emigrated Mrs. Dendle. 
Mr. and Mrs. Dendle, Antebi, DeDreo, Goldsmith, Reynolds, 
roster, Prof. Harvey, Ordman, Houghton, Baumbach. 
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'Well, gentlemen, I understand we have a disciplinary problem." 
AIR FORCE 
R O T. C. 
"Group A-TEN-tion!" was a familiar sound to the 
cadets of Kenyon's 655th B Air Force ROTC Group. 
Under the leadership of Group Commanders Robert H. 
Scott, Jr. (1st semester) and N. Dane Woodberry (2nd 
semester), the cadets enjoyed a varied program of 
speakers, interest-group discussions, and field drill. 
Members of the corps participated in a program of 
base visitations and flew to New York, Florida, and Mis­
sissippi to view USAF installations. 
The 1962-'63 schedule for the rifle team included 
interdetachment competition, and participation in the 
Secretary of the Air Force Postal Match. The fine shoot­
ing of Freshman John Morrison was an important fac­
tor in the team's good showing. 
Rifle Team: Kneeling: Bourne, Woodberry, Shira. Standing: Morrison, Gledhill, Hazlett. 
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Arnold Air Society. Front 
Row: Beck, Scott, Woodberry. 
Middle Row: Bourne, Livings­
ton, Sugden, Sultzman, Scott. 
Back Row: Alford, Lara, 
Twine, Hackworth. 
The Arnold Air Society, an honorary organiza­
tion composed of advanced AFROTC cadets, en­
gaged in a number of activities this year, serving 
the college and community. 
Again this year, the Society sponsored a pro­
gram of instructional swimming for the handi­
capped children of the Knox County area. Members 
of the Society also conducted courses in basic and 
advanced first aid in nearby communities. 
In conjunction with the College Social Commit­
tee, the Arnold Air Society presented folk singer 
Josh White in concert and made the annual Mili­
tary Ball the big social weekend of the Winter 
Session. 
'Of course I think Kennedy's an S.O.B!. 
"Gentlemen, the coup will be 
initiated in three minutes." 
The important thing in . . . games is not to win, but to take 
part, the important thing in life is not the triumph but the struggle, 
the essential thing is not to have conquered but to have fought well. 
To spread these precepts is to build up a stronger and more 
valiant and above all more scrupulous and more generous humanity." 
•Baron de Coubertin 
ATHLETICS 
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FOOTBALL 
The highlight of Kenyon's 1962-1963 football sea­
son was a 26-6 victory over Wooster. Having been beaten 
by Wooster in five consecutive seasons, the Lords found 
a sweetness in victory not often experienced in the past 
few years. However, after showing great promise in win­
ning their first two games against Wilmington and Woos­
ter, the injury plagued team lost its early spark and 
sputtered away the remaining six games of its schedule. 
The individual standout on the team was senior end 
Dave Schevitz, who, with ten touchdown receptions to 
his credit, established a new Ohio Conference record. 
Dave and his pass-throwing partner, quarterback Mike 
Wood, both All-Conference selections, must be credited 
with sparking the Kenyon offense which scored an aver ­
age of over two touchdowns against every opponent. 
Other members of the team deserving special mention 
are seniors Terry Owen, Fred Schladen, and Mike Kolc-
zun. Co-captain Schladen was used as a defensive spe­
cialist most of the year, while his partner in the 
captainship, Owen, along with All-Conference selection 
Kolczun, went "both ways" in a league which has but 
few sixty minute ballplayers. 
Kenyon's 1963-64 football team will sorely miss the 
services of this year's senior gridders: Curt Cree, Tom 
Dvorak, Bob Hunter, Kolczun, Owen, Schladen, Shevitz, 
and Tom Taylor. 
"The showers, my boy, are that way!" 
Kolczun, eagerly awaiting the 
second half. 
'Why don't you shut your big mouth!" 
SCHEDULE 
32 Wilmington 12 
27 Wooster 6 
14 Otterbein 29 
14 Capital 20 
14 Baldwin-Wallace 34 
22 Oberlin 24 
14 Mount Union 21 
12 Hiram 20 
". . . And the Lords are greeted 
by tumultuous applause as they 
take the field." 
Front row: White (Asst. Coach), Cree, Hunter, Schladen (Co-
Captain), Owen (Co-Captain), Shevitz, Taylor, Kolczun. Second 
row: Sweeney, Myron Harrison, Kerr, Williams, Reid, Lowey, 
Hicks. Third row: Lave (Head Coach), Way, Burke, Twine, 
Zudyhoek, Rutter, Brown, Jentz, Dubiel (Asst. Coach). Fourth 
row: Wood, Leonard, Logan, Murbach, Mike Harrison, Ficks, 
Linger. Fifth row: Leahy, Sargent, DelVesco, Welsh, Egan, 
Holmes, Babcock (Manager), Falkenstine (Asst. Coach). 
Center-Half Dawson, recipient of All-Midwest honors. 
"Can you breathe? Are you 
o.k.? Take a minute, and then 
get back in there and do a job." 
Kneeling: Boynton, Monell, Teare, Colley, Readinger, Dawson 
(Co-Captain), McKee (Co-Captain), MacFarland, Paulet, Ridg-
way, Moffitt (Manager). Stading: Brooks, Kellman, Toney, Do-
vitz, Bowman, Craig, Dyslin, Coppins, Kearney, Zakov, Lentz, 
Fertsch, Foster, Hoffman, Deas, Korfmann, Reiss, Humphreys, 
Weitzman, Ceasar, Fein, Munger, Goldsmith, Coach Harrison. 
SOCCER 
After the final game, senior Dave Colley summed up 
the year: "It was," he said, "the year we learned how 
it felt to win." With a 5-4-1 record, the Lord booters 
handed coach Bob Harrison his first winning soccer sea­
son, and turned in some of the finest individual and team 
performances that Kenyon soccer has ever witnessed. 
Out for blood, after taking the measure of Wooster 
and Wilmington, and looking for their first win over 
Oberlin in many years, the Lords played superbly. But 
Kearney slipped, once, on the muddy field, and an over­
anxious Lord defenseman flipped in another Oberlin tally. 
I hus, by default, the enemy score a 2-1 victory. 
Never disheartened, the Lords bounced back to de­
feat arch-rival Wesleyan. But the peak of the year came 
against Ohio University. With four minutes gone, the 
Lords went ahead 1-0. The hailstone and rainswept melee 
then became a matter of time. Despite numerous close-
calls, the defense held and a sobered OU team left the 
field, losers. It was the only conference game OU lost— 
and it was one of the finest games in the recent history of 
Kenyon soccer as everyone was superb under the worst 
of conditions. It was the peak. After that, came the long 
fall defeats to State, wherein Dawson was injured, fol­
lowed by losses to Akron and a heartebreaker to Denison. 
The year was marked, of course, by Dawson, voted 
All-Conference and MVP. Colley, tough and wiry, also 
received Conference Honors. The old pro Paulet took 
on—and licked—Fenn and Wesleyan wings in memor­
able individual duels. McKee and MacFarland inspired 
the Lord attack and developed a hustling, come-from-
behind scoring threat. And there was promise for the fu­
ture. 
Everybody sweats it out except 
Brooks. 
Co-Captains Dave Dawson and Dick McKee and Coach 
Harrison size up the opposition. 
SCHEDULE 
Kenyon 2 Wooster 
Trip him, Dyslin, he's an Ail-American. Don't worry Coach, nobody's dirty rushing. 
0 
Kenyon 4 
Kenyon 1 
Kenyon 2 
Kenyon 2 
Kenyon l 
Kenyon 1 
Kenyon 1 
Wilmington 1 
Oberlin 2 
Ohio Wesleyan 1 
Hiram 1 
Fenn 1 
Ohio University 0 
Ohio State 4 
Kenyon 3 Akron 6 
Kenyon 1 Denison 2 
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BASKETBALL 
The Kenyon Lord Basketball team ended the 1962-
63 campaign with a 5-14 record. It was Coach Bob 
Harrison's first losing season in three years. However, 
the season was not as bad as the record indicates be­
cause many of the scrapy quintet's losses were by a nar­
row margin. The Lords demonstrated their potential by 
forcing nationally ranked Akron U. into overtime be­
fore succumbing to their superior height and speed. 
Throughout the season, the Lord's effectiveness was lim­
ited by injury, illness, and ineligibility. 
The Lords were led by senior captain Tom Collins 
whose quick hand and deceptive moves will be greatly 
missed next year. Also lost through graduation are top 
substitutes Bill Kuehl and Bob Chenen. 
Returning at forwards are ever-hustling Junior Dave 
Schmid and shooting Sophomore Ken Klug, who was side­
lined part of the season with mumps. Schmid was sec­
ond leading rebounder on the team and contributed nine 
points a game. 
Randy Livingston, invaluable Junior center, led the 
Lords in rebounding and scoring. His 12 point and ten 
rebound average were deciding factors in many games. 
Alternating as fifth starter were Sophomore John 
Lynn and Freshman Brian Farney. Lynn, one of the most 
hustling backcourt men in the Ohio Conference, led the 
starters in shooting percentages. The team's second lead­
ing scorer, Farney is among the most promising new ball 
players in the Conference. 
The Lord's prospects for next year are bright with 
seven returning lettermen and only one of the starting 
five lost due to graduation. Combining this with the 
tactical shrewdness of an excellent coach, Kenyon fans 
can look forward to another hustling and exciting team. 
Captain Tom Collins and Coach Harrison. 
Kneeling: Dubiel, Kuehl, Collins, Pettibone, Lynn, Harrison. 
Standing: Klug, Schmid, Kooistra, Livingston, Crawley, Chenen, 
Farney. 
SCHEDULE 
Kenyon 60 Fenn 55 
Kenyon 48 Ohio Wesleyan 71 
Kenyon 50 Otterbein 43 
Kenyon 55 Wittenberg 77 
Kenyon 45 Denison 41 
Kenyon 56 Ashland 64 
Kenyon 66 Baldwin-Wallace 89 
Kenyon 46 Capital 59 
Kenyon 42 Denison 6l 
Kenyon 50 Heidelberg 69 
Kenyon 58 Hiram 64 
Kenyon 86 Marietta 65 
Kenyon 69 Mount Union 84 
Kenyon 85 Wooster 96 
Kenyon 84 Muskingum 66 
Kenyon 44 Akron 50 
Kenyon 83 Wilmington 111 
Kenyon 44 Oberlin 48 
Kenyon 66 Marietta 68 Schmidy gets off a pass. 
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Swimming Team s competence and self-confidence is evidence in this portrait of 
Co-Captains Dave Evans and Bud Kuppenheimer. 
"Pretty please?" 
SWIMMING 
The 1963 swimming team had a fine season despite 
its predicted lackluster. The team once again proved to 
be the dominant power in the Ohio Conference. Many 
varsity and Conference records were established. The 
Lords met superior forces in the Mid-American Confer­
ence, bowing to Miami, Bowling Green, and Western 
Michigan. Kenyon humbled Ohio University, however, 
to maintain respect from the Mid-Am. The Conference 
championships were won by the Lords for an unprec­
edented tenth straight year as the mermen piled up 127 
points, more than double the number of runner-up Wit­
tenberg's 6O/2. 
With the close of the 1963 season came final per­
formances from four seniors who have provided the back­
bone for the team's success over the past four years. 
Lynn Hayes has carried the butterfly duties for the team 
faithfully and holds or has held several records for this 
stroke. Tim Pierce, an Edwards-developed swimmer, 
helped push down the long and middle distance records. 
Bud Kuppenheimer, co-captain and freestyle sprinter, 
shared the 50 freestyle record in addition to owning part 
credit in the varsity and Conference 400 freestyle relay 
record. His efforts contributed heavily to Kenyon's 
successes. The other co-captain, Dave Evans, provided 
the needed punch to Kenyon's efforts as he lowered 
varsity and Conference marks in the 50 and 100 free-
styles. Anchoring relays was his specialty. 
The mermen's success must be credited in great part 
to the superbly accurate and respected tutoring of Tom 
Edwards, the finest coach to be found anywhere. 
Seated: Mason, Reynolds, Telling, Carlson, Watkins, Todd, 
Poetker. Standing (Front): Kelly, LaBaugh, Hayes, Evans, 
LaBaugh by a head. 
SCHEDULE 
Kenyon 40 Bowling Green 55 
Kenyon 60 Wittenberg 35 
Kenyon 32 Western Michigan 63 
Kenyon 56 Albion 39 
Kenyon 63 Akron 28 
Kenyon 39 Miami 56 
Kenyon 55 Ohio University 39 
Kenyon 57 Ohio Wesleyan 38 
Kenyon 57 Wooster 
Kenyon 65 Denison 
Grove City Relays Third 
Ohio Conference Relays First 
Ohio Conference Championships First 
NCAA Mid-East College Championships Second 
'I don't doubt that you keep training, my point is simply 
Kuppenheimer, Pierce, Claggett, Gullion. Standing (Rear): Mo-
ran, Sant, Young, Miller, Kooistra, Hazlett, Coach Edwards. 
Seated: Hartsel, Leventon, Bull, Ray, Judson. Standing: Coach 
Lave, Almirall, Summerville, Wortman, Kuehl. 
Co-Captains Wortman and Ray. WRESTLING 
Kenyon 
Kenyon 
Kenyon 
Kenyon 
Kenyon 
Kenyon 
Kenyon 
Kenyon 
Kenyon 
Kenyon 
Kenyon 
SCHEDULE 
9 Ohio Wesleyan 21 
14 Adrian 14 
9 Denison 19 
7 Hiram 26 
16 Wooster 15 
8 Oberlin 20 
12 Muskingum 17 
8 Wittenberg 19 
20 Otterbein 10 
12 Capital 12 
2 Baldwin-Wallace 29 
Once again the Lord grapplers found themselves out­
classed in the increasingly tougher Ohio Conference, but 
three team members established impressive individual 
records. Sophomore Dick Ray, dropping down to the 147 
pound class this year, became a leading contender at that 
weight by posting a 7-1-3 season record. Captain Rick 
Wortman, another Sophomore, only dropped two matches, 
giving him a 7-2-1 record at 157 pounds. Freshman Norm 
Hartsel followed close behind with a 6-4-1 record. Jun­
ior Bob Almirall also showed considerable improvement 
by chalking up a 4-7 record in the 177 pound and un­
limited weight classes. 
In the Conference Tournament, Wortman was the 
only contestant scoring for Kenyon. He captured fourth 
place at 157 pounds. 
Wrestling enthusiasts can perhaps expect a grad­
ually improving team over the next few years by noting 
that not only the individual performances improved this 
year, but that fewer pins were scored against the team. 
organized confusion? 
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Kneeling: Thomas, Callaghan, 
Coach Harrison. Standing: Cleve­
land, Scherer, Langston, Mc-
Knew, Wees, Boynton, Scheiden-
helm, Cantine, Meacham. 
Over the nets. 
TENNIS 
Kenyon's tennis team, with the return of five let-
termen and the addition of two promising Freshmen, 
looked forward to an outstanding season. 
Junior George Callaghan retained his first singles 
post; Sophomore Dave Thomas played second singles 
and teamed with Callaghan to make a potent doubles 
team. Freshmen Dick Cantine and Jeff Boynton, Sopho­
more Dennis McKnew, Junior Dick Scheidenhelm, and 
Senior Bob Cleveland rounded out the squad which hoped 
to challenge Wittenberg for the Conference title. 
Coach Harrison and Captain George Callaghan. A tense moment during practice. 
BASEBALL 
The 1963 version of the Skip Falkenstine-coached Lord 
baseball team has a fine chance of being a contender for 
the Ohio Conference title. Led by Captain Cal Ellis, the 
team's leading hitter for the past two years, and All-
Conference pitcher Joe Adkins, the Conference strikeout 
leader last season, the Kenyon nine hopes to improve 
greatly on last season's rather dismal showing. 
Team spirit is higher this year than it ever has been; 
however, the twenty game schedule could play havoc with 
the undermanned pitching staff unless the Kenyon bats 
make a lot of noise. Adkins is backed up on the mound 
by southpaw Senior Tom Collins with several others 
available for relief when needed. Completing the bat­
tery is catcher Fred Schladen. 
The infield is very solid with experienced men at 
every position; fielding should be no problem since this 
group is potentially very flashy. Junior Dave Kearney 
is an excellent glove man at first base. Sophomore slug­
ger Ken Klug, sidelined last season with an arm injury, 
holds down second base. The keystone combination is 
rounded out with Ellis at shortstop. This trio should 
turn in many sparkling doubleplays. Third base is 
handled capably by Sophomore Paul Crawley and Fresh­
man flash Dave Carter. Veteran outfielders Curt Cree 
and Hubie Hicks, cleanup hitter and team RBI leader, 
roam the pastures with sure-handed superiority. 
Coach Skip Falkenstine and Captain Cal Ellis. 
Kneeling: Klug, Pool, Kearney, Cree, Ellis, Collins, Adkins, 
Schladen, Hicks, McNamara. Standing: Coach Falkenstine, Kooi-
ker, Little, Carter, Martone, Diehl, Crawley, Lynn, Schwartz, 
Dyslin, Kaplan, Crump, Miller. 
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Swish! 
Pitching ace Joe Adkins. 
Safe at second. 
SCHEDULE 
April 6 Heidelberg (2) H 
April 9 Akron A 
April 11 Muskingum A 
April 13 Oberlin (2) H 
April 16 Otterbein H 
April 18 Wittenberg A 
April 20 Denison (2) H 
April 25 Wooster A 
April 27 Baldwin-Wallace (2) H 
April 30 Marietta A 
May 3 Wooster H 
May 8 Capital A 
May 11 Denison (2) A 
May 15 Ohio Wesleyan A 
May 18 Capital (2) H 
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Kneeling: Sweeney, Kerr, Mieure, Shevitz, Monell, Bissell, 
Wallis. Standing: Coach White, Kooistra, Schweppe, Bales, 
TRACK 
Lack of depth marred the indoor season for the Don 
White-coached Kenyon track team. Last June's graduation 
of Clarke, Conference 440 yard dash champion, and Walker, 
a valuable pole vaulter, coupled with injuries, had a pro­
found effect. 
However, three Lord varsity track records were set dur­
ing the season. The mile relay composed of Phil Bissell, 
John Schweppe, Steve Spring, and Jim Mieure clocked a 
3:36.5 effort as they clinched a duel meet victory over 
Wooster. Junior shot putter Steve Wallis bettered the school 
record with a heave of 45' 9 1/2" and Jeff Chentow set a 
board jump record of 20' 10 1/4". 
The Conference meet was indicative of the rest of the 
season as the Lords fell from second out of thirteen teams 
last year to seventh out of fifteen this year. Senior strength 
proved to be the salvation of the squad as three Seniors 
took second places. Co-Captain Jim Monell was runner-up 
in the mile; Co-Captain Dave Shevitz in the 55 yard dash; 
and Phil Bissell in the 440. 
A thin, but balanced, team enters the outdoor season with 
the hope of greater success. The outdoor facilities have been 
greatly improved by the asphalting of all field event areas 
and the continuous work of Coach White on the track. 
"Look, Ma, no hands!" 
Chentow, Spring, Pettibone, Pettigrew, Banks, Bidlingmeyer, 
Schmucker, Cuff, Holt. 
Co-Captain Dave Shevitz, Coach White, Co-Captain Jim Monell. 
Into the wild blue yonder. 
Co-Captain Tom Taylor, Coach Lave, Co-
Captain John Bensinger. 
GOLF 
Brogan, Hudson, Legg, McElroy, Taylor, Bensinger, Coach Lave. 
After last year's fine 12-6 record, this year's golf team 
is hopefully looking forward to another good season. 
The team is being led by Co-Captains Tom Taylor, a 
Senior, and John Bensinger, a Junior. Aslo returning 
from last year's squad are Robert Legg and George Mc­
Elroy. 
If the team is to have another impressive season, it 
must make up for the loss of several key players by the 
addition of good freshman. In Perry Hudson, Bill Brogan, 
and Jim Mauro, it appears that the Lords have found 
those needed replacements. Help can also be expected 
from Eric Summerville, a non-letterman returning from 
last year's squad. 
Legg tees off to initiate the season. 
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"Would you watch your g.d. push­
ing!" 
Double-team action. 
LACROSSE 
The 1963 Lord lacrosse team began its season with 
hopes of making a serious challenge for the Mid-Western 
Conference Championship. Coach Norm Dubiel's squad 
was led by Co-Captain Charlie Verdery, Ail-American 
Honorable Mention last year, and Senior defenseman 
Mike Kolczun. Although thin on reserves, the teams 
starting ten ranked along with those of Denison and 
Ohio Wesleyan, the pre-season favorites to cop the C on­
ference crown. 
The team gained valuable experience by making a 
one week trip to the Baltimore area before the regu lar 
season began. Included in the three games and two 
scrimmages was a tilt against the University of Mary­
land, a perennial national lacrosse powerhouse. 
Coach Dubiel's boys were led by a strong defense, con­
sisting of several rugged veterans. In the nets was Bob 
Macdonald, who was expected to be one of the best 
goalies in the Ohio area. The three starting defensemen 
were Kolczun along with Juniors Tom Bond and Chris 
Scott. Both Bob Hunter and Paul Zudyhoek were 
counted on heavily for reserve duties. 
Carrying the load with Verdery on the midfield ssere 
Seniors John Colwell and Steve Fischman. Ron B arret 
and Don Wadland led the alternate units. Crafty veteran 
John Hobrock and Sophomore whiz Bill Hylton ^ere 
stalwarts on the attack. They were amply backed by 
Freshman Louis Berney and Sophomore Jim Willia™5 
New opponents on this year's schedule were Michi 
gan State, Mt. Union, and Cortland State. 
Bourbon and water? 
Goal by Verdery. 
Co-Captain Charlie Verdery, Coach Norm Dubiel, Co-Captain 
Kolczun. 
SCHEDULE 
March 25 U. of Maryland A 
March 27 U. of Mass. A 
March 30 Towson State (Md.) A 
April 7 Columbus Lacrosse Club H 
April 9 Ohio Wesleyan H 
April 11 Cortland H 
April 13 Michigan State H 
April 17 Denison A 
April 20 Ohio State H 
April 27 Ohio Wesleyan A 
May 1 Oberlin A 
May 4 Mt. Union H 
May 8 Denison H 
May 11 Oberlin H 
May 18 Ohio State A 
Kneeling: Bulmash, Barret, Reed, Fischman, Berney, Schrim, Hill 
Bob, Hylton, Twine. Standing: Coach Dubiel, Egger, Campbell, 
Wadland, Bond, Graham, Kuehl, Scott, Hobrock, Roemer, Ver­
dery, Kolczun, Macdonald, Ridgway, Hunter, Ceaser, Zuydhoek, 
Babcock, Colwell, Williams. 
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INTRAMURALS 
Intramural Director White and Student Assistant Hubie Hicks. 
The termination of Fall and Winter Intramurals saw 
Beta Theta Pi in an excellent position to capture the 
coveted Stiles Trophy. The only close competitor for 
this honor appeared to be East Division, which trailed 
the league leaders by only some forty points. 
The season began with the South Leonard gridiron 
powerhouse handily defeating all comers in their march 
to victory. The "Peeps," however, soon took vengeance 
with their victories in the volleyball competition. 
Middle Leonard, although considerably behind the 
leaders, is uncontested for third place. Their main 
strength seems to lay more in their fraternal spirit of 
adamant competition rather than outstanding prowess in 
any one individual sport. 
As Reveille goes to press, Middle Hanna and East 
Wing are fighting it out for four and fifth places in the 
standings. Delta Phi does hold a marginal lead, however, 
due to their achievements in badminton and basketball. 
Further down on the list of "also-rans" are Phi Kappa 
Sigma, Middle Kenyon, and old Psi U in sixth, seventh, 
and eighth places respectively. And still in the com­
petition, but finding victory seldom, are the Bexley 
Seminarians, ALO, South Hanna, and finally those much-
heralded "gallant knights" of West Wing. 
In general, it should be added that Kenyon's Intra­
mural Program is becoming increasingly competitive due 
to more spirited competition and enthusiasm. 
The annual Inter-Fraternity Swim Meet. 
Dead-eye. No slams allowed. 
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Betas vs. ALO's. 
And who did finally win the foul-shooting 
contest? 
Sigma Pi wins the jump. 
It's not like the Atlantic. 
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ADVERTISING 
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Congratulations 
To The Class Of 1963! 
. . . And To Harry 
And His Staff For An 
Outstanding Reveille 
From All Of His 
Brothers At 
ALPHA LAMBDA 
OMEGA 
THE ALCOVE 
Mount Vernon 
FROM 
LYDIA 
AT 
MT. VERNON TRAVEL 
SERVICE 
PAUL'S 
Flowers—Cards—Gifts 
22 Public Square Mt. Vernon, Ohio 
EX 3-4045 
Congratulations To 
The Class Of 1963 
THE 
KENYON COLLEGE 
BOOKSHOP 
Gambier, Ohio 
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MEN 
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• Jantzen 
Sweaters 
• Ashnr 
Slacks 
• Arrow 
Shirts 
• Shapley 
Sportshirts 
• Hickock 
Accessories 
• Allen-A 
Insulaire 
Underware 
RINGWALT'S FRONT-DOOR MEN'S SHOP 
And Gifts For The Fair Sex . . , 
Channel, Ship & Shore Blouses, 
Jantzen & Catalina Sweaters 
Ringwalt's "In Vernon" 
The Kenyon Store Since 1869 
VILLAGE INN 
RESTAURANT 
"Recommended By AAA" 
Lillian And Jim Trittipo 
GA 7-3494 
G.R. SMITH & CO. 
HARDWARE 
MT. VERNON, OHIO 
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MAGER'S SHOE STORE 
Quality Footwear 
103 South Main; Mount Vernon, 
Ohio 
Bee Clippinger 
HECKLER DRUG, INC. 
• Prescriptions 
• Photo Equipment 
& Supplies 
• Tobacco—Pipes 
West Side Public Square 
Mount Vernon, Ohio 
DOROTHY'S LUNCH 
SANDWICHES, STEAKS 
ICE CREAM, AND BEER 
Gambier, Ohio 
Compliments 
Of 
LICKING 
LAUNDRY 
COMPANY 
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Serving Knox County and Vicinity Since 1898— 
With Quality Merchandise 
RUDIN'S DEPARTMENT STORE 
MT. VERNON, OHIO 
Compliments Of 
THE FIRST-KNOX NATIONAL BANK 
MT. VERNON, OHIO 
Centerburg — Danville — Fredericktown 
Member F.D.I.C. and F.R.S. 
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ROUND HILL DAIRY 
BAR 
Milk Shakes and Sundaes 
Newest and Most Modern 
Plant in Knox County 
Wooster Road 
Carry Out 
Phone EX 2-7801 
MOUNT VERNON 
AUTOMOBILE DEALER'S 
ASSOCIATION 
Bebout Dodge 
Metcalf Motors 
Niggles Pontiac 
Servais GMC 
Cochran Motor Sales 
Harris Cadillac-Oldsmobile 
Kincaid Buick-Rambler 
Sitton Lincoln-Mercury 
"Dusty" Rhodes Chevrolet 
Congratulations to 
the Graduates 
of 
Kenyon College 
THE MANUFACTURING 
PRINTER CO. 
EX 3-1085 
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO 
Compliments 
of 
HAYES' GROCERY 
GAMBIER, OHIO 
THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 
COMPANY 
ERNIE BRUNNER, 
Kenyon '47 
212 S. Main Mount Vernon, Ohio 
FOSTER'S 
Prescription Pharmacy 
Medical Arts Center 
Public Square 
LOOKING AHEAD 
Today as never before, there is a greater interest on the 
part of Americans in what the future holds, and how our 
nation is prepared to meet the demands and challenges 
ahead. 
Electric power will grow with the future and contri u 
greatly to it. To assure the effective role of electricity 1 
serving the needs of the nation, the electric companie 
will continue to need capable and well-educated young 
people to meet the challenge of tomorrow. 
Ohio Power Company 
Compliments 
of 
THE PEOPLES BANK 
GAMBIER, OHIO 
MEMBER OF FEDERAL DEPOSIT 
INSURANCE CORPORATION 
' v-• *;"$P* L*' > • %  $•'*' 
WORLEY'S CLOTHING 
Men's Clothing 
and Furnishings 
—NAME BRANDS— 
120 S. Main 
MOUNT VERNON 
FLOWERS 
by 
WALKER'S 
Greenhouse, Nursery, Florist 
Route 229 Phone EX 2-8911 
Complete Floral Service 
We Wire—We Deliver 
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LeMASTERS 
Mount Vernon's 
College Shop 
Compliments 
of 
WOOLISON'S 
SOHIO STATION 
GAMBIER, OHIO 
Compliments 
of 
KOKOSING MARKET 
ART ARNOLD 
Phone GA 7-2903 
Compliments of 
WILLIAMS FLOWER SHOP 
1 1 4  S o u t h  M a i n  S t .  
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO 
EX 2-2086 or EX 2-2076 
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James Edward Annable, Jr., Kenyon sophomore and son of Mr. and Mrs. James Annable of Mount 
Vernon, both Cooper-Bessemer employees, pauses in fr ont of two Cooper-Bessemer gas engine com­
pressors on a tour through C-B's Mount Vernon plant. Jim is a member of Sigma Pi. 
A LOOK AT THE FUTURE 
The future . . . that's what young men are interested in more than anything 
else. They can see their dreams coming true somewhere . . . out on the 
horizon. And it's the duty of every citizen in this country to make sure that 
their dreams can come true. Attention to the daily duties of being a citizen 
will help. 
The Cooper-Bessemer Corporation has, for many years, encouraged its em­
ployees to be good citizens in their community, just as Kenyon College has 
instilled in its students this same feeling. It is with great pleasure that the 
men and women of Cooper-Bessemer look to the future with the 1963 grad­
uating class of Kenyon College in the hope that their dreams will be realized. 
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ABILITY IS OUR LIVELIHOOD AND OUR RESPONSIBILITY 
Good yearbooks come from ideas  which 
are  t ransformed by careful  planning and 
execut ion into real i t ies .  They require  
imaginat ion,  planning and abi l i ty .  These are  
the  resources  we offer  you in our  complete  
yearbook service.  Dummy layouts ,  graphic  
design and ar t ,  offset  or  le t terpress  
pr int ing,  binding and cover  composi t ion.  
We also provide creat ive photography as  an 
opt ional  service under  separate  contract .  
Remember,  a  yearbook is  the 
cabinet  for  t reasured memories .  Don ' t  
gamble on qual i ty .  Our abi l i ty  is  
your  safeguard of  e xcel lence.  
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